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Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
. . 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 2683 
GEORGE H. ROSS,. JR., 
versus 
FRANK SCHNEIDER AND NORTHE~ 1NECK ELEC-
TRIC COOPERA'.11IYE,. A. CORPORATION ORGAN-
IZED AND EXISTING UNDE'R THE LAWS OF THE 
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA. 
PETITION FOR WRIT OF ERRO~. 
To the Honorable Chief Jitstice and .Associate Justices of the 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Yirginia: 
Your petitioner, George H. Ross, Jr., respectfully repre-
sents that the Circuit Court of Richmond County, Virginia, 
on the 18th day of July, in the year 1942, entered a final judg-
ment against him in favor of Frank Schneider, the plaintiff, 
and also in favor of the Northern N eek ,EJectric Cooperative, 
which was a codefendant with this plaintiff and adjudg·ed 
that the said Frank .Schneider recover of and from said 
George H. Ross, Jr., the sum of fifty-eight hundred dollars ($5,soo~oo), with interest thereon to be computed at the rate 
of six per cent per annum until paid, and his costs •and 
2~ that the plaintiff should take nothing by his notice of 
motion for judgment against the defendant, Northern 
Neck Electric -Cooperative, but that the said Northern Neck 
Electric Cooperative recov:er of the said plaintiff its costs, 
all of which is shown by a certified copy of the judgment of 
said court entered on the 18th day of July, 1942, and filed 
with the record in this case, and your petitioner exhibits as a 
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part, of his petition a, transcript of the record in the proceed-
. ings of- .~ip. ~ction~ . , · . . . 
Your ·Be¥."t1oner 1s advised al!-d repr_esents that said Judg-
ment is ,erroneous and that he 1s aggrieved thereby.· 
STATEMENT OF F .A:CTS. 
· Your petitioner, George H. Ross, tlr., some fifteen or 
eighteen years ago purchased a farm bordering on the Rap-
pahannock River and Farnham Creek, situated in Farnham 
Magisterial District, Richmond County, Virginia, and known 
as ''Wilna''. Your petitioner is employed by the U. S. Mari-
time .Commission and for the past five years has been at 
work aw~y from his home, ''Wilna'', first working with the 
Federal Farm Administration, and for the past two years 
with t4e U. S. Maritime Commission, haying been in his ltJ,st; 
work first located at Mobile, .Alabama, but now located att 
· ·New Orleans, Louisiana. vYhile working with the Fed-
3* eral Farm * .Administration he was able to get to his home 
five or six times a- year for only a day or two at a time 
and generally on week-ends but for the past two years, while 
working with the U. S. Maritime Commission, he was able 
to get to his home, ''Wilna", only about twice ea~h year and 
then for only a few hours, the last time he was at his home, 
"Wilna", being in September, 1941, and from that time until 
two days before the trial of this action by the circuit court 
of Richmond County he was not only not at his home at ~my,. 
time but was not in the State of Virginia. 
In the year 1937 the Northern .Neck Electric Cooperative 
was org·anized as a corporation under the laws. of Virginia, 
and with funds obtained from the Rural Electrification Ad-
ministration ,proceeded with the co11struction of an electric' 
transmission power line for the purpose of fJirnishing· heat, 
light and power to certain designated areas or territories. 
One of these main primary high tension electric lines, car-
rying 7,200 volts of electricity, ran down to a point adjacent 
to but not on the property -of your petitioner known· as 
''Wilna" and then turned and ra.n. almost at a right angle 
over the property of others and continued on down into Lan-
caster County. Representatives of the Northern N eek Elec'"' 
tric Cooperative asked your petitioner to apply for member-
ship in said Cooperative, and your petitioner did sign an ap-
plication for membership and paid his membership fee of 
five dollars, but his membership application was never 
4* acted *upon and accepted by the corporation as required 
· by its by-laws, and the ref ore your uetitioner never be-
came a member of the 'Northern N eek Electric Cooperative. 
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During the construction period of the aforesaid primary high 
tension electric line your petitioner stated to representatives 
of the Cooperative that he was not ready to take electricity 
at that time because his Delco electric light plant was in good 
working order but he anticipated taking current some time 
in the future. No written easement was ever given by your 
petitioner to the Cooperative and under the state of facts 
aforesaid the Northern N eek· Electric Cooperative placed a 
transformer on the pole adjacent to but not on the property 
of your petitioner at the point where the aforesaid main pri-
mary high tension electric line made almost a right angle 
turn and continued on down into Lancaster County, and from 
this corner pole and transformer located thereon constructed 
a spur line running· diagonally in a straight line across your 
petitioner's field from said transformer pole, which was not 
on your petitioner's land, to your petitioner's garage build-
ing, in which was located his Delco light plant. One of the 
poles of this spur line was placed in the rl.eld of your peti-
tioner and which your petitioner objected to. Your petitioner 
suggested that he preferred the spur line, which was being 
made available for his possible future use of electric 
5* current, be run from the *aforesaid corner pole, which 
was off of his property, down the side of · one of your 
petitioner's fields to a point nea1· the lane or drive leading 
to your petitioner's house and then turn at right angles and 
run to the garage building where your petitioner's Delco 
light plant was located. The Northern Neck Electric Co-
operative changed the said spur line according to your peti-
tioner's suggestion but in so doing took the transformer from 
·the pole on the high tension line, which was off of your pe-
titioner's property, and placed said transformer on the pole 
in the field of your petitioner, and 378 feet over on your pe-
titioner's property from where it had been originally lo-
cated on the corner pole of the main primary hig·h tension 
power line, which was not on your petitioner's property. 
This location of the transformer on the changed spur line 
being on the pole where the spur line turned almost at right 
angles to run to your petitioner's garage building where his 
Delco light plant was located. The said spur line was never 
connected with your petitioner's building, as your petitioner 
has never taken or requested any current from the said Co-
operative. On April 15, 1938, the lines of the Northern Neck 
Electric Cooperative were energ·ized for the :first time but 
your petitioner was not so notified nor was your petitioner 
ever notified that any dangerous or deadly current of elec-
tricity was on any wires on said spur line .on and over your 
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petitioner's property; that your petitioner was not at his 
home during the construction of said spur line at either 
6* *the first or second location of same, he being away at 
his work. The spur line remained as it was finally con-
structed and located as aforesaid until about the Fall or 
winter of 1939 when the Northern N eek Electric Coopera-
tive, having other need for the transformer, and your peti-
tioner not being a member or a user of current, went upon· 
the property of your petitioner and removed the said trans-
former from the pole in .your petitioner's field and carried. 
same away and at the same time removed part pf its wires 
between the last pole in your petitioner's field and your pe-
titioner's garage building. This was done durin~· your peti-. 
tioner's absence from his home. The removal ot this trans-. 
former rendered that part of the line between the location 
of the transformer and your petitioner's garage building· dead 
but l~ft the two wires between said corner pole in your pe-
titioner's. field, a distance of 378 feet, to the corner pole of 
the main primary high tension electric light pole, which was 
off the property of your petitioner, fully charged with 7,200 
volts of electricity, all of which your petitioner was never 
notified of and had DO knowledge of, he never having been ac-
cepted as a member of the Cooperative and never having 
been a user of any current from the Cooperative. This con-
dition remained as it was for approximately two years with-
out the knowledge of your petitioner. 
T"' *In September, 1941, your petitioner was at his home,. 
"Wilna", for a part of two clays and one night and while 
home he met with :M:r. John R. Self on the road and men-
tioned to him that he desired a ratproof barn built on 
"Wilna''. ::M:r. Self was a carpenter and known to your pe-
titioner as a man of honesty and integrity. Mr. Self stated 
that he had a ratproof barn and could build one for your 
petitioner. The next day your petitioner called John R. Self 
and had him come to Wilna Farm and together they went 
out in the field to locate the spot where the barn was to be 
built. Your petitioner desired a two-story barn and pointed 
out the location where the barn would serve not onlv the 
field but the Jane and an adjoining field and where he thought 
would also be not too close to the electric wires, should be 
decide to take current. The location of the barn designated 
was near the corner pole in your petitioner "s field, where 
the transformer had been located but which was DO long-er 
there and had not been there for near~y two years, and be-
tween this said pole and the corner pole of the primarv main 
hig·h tension line. Mr. John R. Self asked your petition~r 
if there was any danger in the wires on account of electric 
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current~ to which your petitioner replied that he had never 
applied for current and had never taken any current and it 
was safe to go ahead. ' 
When Mr. John R. Self talked to your petitioner about 
the barn your petitioner told him the size of the barn he 
wanted, and that most of the materials were already at 
"Wilna'' .but what materials needed and not on "Wilna" 
8* could be *bought by Self, and that he (Ross) would pay 
for same. Mr. Ross told Mr. ·Self that he wanted a rat-
proof barn like Mr. Self himself had, but according to the 
size designated by Ross. There was no arrangement as to 
what the barn should cost or how much Self was to receive 
for his compensation., or when the barn was to be begun or 
completed, or who was to work on the barn. Self was told 
to get what help he needed and whatever his bill was; Ap- · 
pellant would pay it. Immediately after this conversation 
between Self and Ross, the Appellant (Ross) left to return 
to his work in Mobile, Alabama, where he was then working, 
and was never in Virginia again until June 14, 1942, when 
he saw the barn for the first time. 
Sometime after Mr. Ross returned to Alabama, Self ob-
tained help and began the building of the barn. There was 
some correspondence between Ross and Self in reference to 
building the barn, all of which is shown as original exhibits 
in this .case. In one of these letters, Appellant sent what 
appeared to be specifica.tions for building the barn, but in 
the letter sent with same he (Ross) writes that they are 
"Suggestions'' only, and that Self can follow them or not as 
he thinks best. These suggestions in fact were not followed 
hy Self. A careful ·perusal of this correspondence will add 
no further light as to whether or not Self was an Inde-
9* pendent Contractor. Your *petitioner had no idea until 
after October 13, 1941, the date· of the injurv to Frank 
Schneider, who was working for Mr. Self as Self did the 
employing himself. In fact, it was not until after October 
13, 1941, that your petitioner learned for the first time who 
was working on the barn. Mr. .Self had employed Frank 
Schneider, Jimmie Jones and Gladstone Mothershead to 
help him with the building of the barn and they went to work 
on the building. The three men employed by John R. Self 
asked ·Self if there was any danger in the wires, and Self 
told them that l\fr. Ross had told him that the wires were 
harmless; that he had never ordered any current, and the 
work on the barn was Rfarted, all three of the workers hav-
ing stated that they had not talked at all with Mr. Ross but 
that Mr. John R. Self employed them to help him build the 
I?~!!!: Wh~:Q. t4~ l?afp. wa.s c~mstruct~d up to and including 
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the s~<;md story and the roof rafters had been placed, Frank 
Schneider asked Mr. Self if he was sure there was no harm 
in the wires that ran over the roof of the barn. Whereupon 
John R. Self in Frank Schneider's presence caught hold of 
the lower of the two wires in his hand and shook it to demon-
. strate to Schneider that there was no harm in the wires, but 
Self did not touch the upper wire. Frank Schneider was 
laying the sheathing boards on the roof rafters on the side 
of the roof of the barn under the wires in question, and 
10* when *he had laid the sheathing boards as far up on 
the roof rafters as he could reach from his scaffold on 
the side of the barn, he crawled up on the roof and nailed a 
small strip on the sheathing boards for a foothold to keep 
from slipping while working on the rest of the roof. After 
nailing· this. strip Frank Schneider, according to his own 
statement, stood up on the strip to test it to see whether it 
would ho~d him and that in so doing· he .paid no attention 
whatever to the wires any more· than if they had not been 
there. No one saw him actually come in contact with the 
wires, but unquestionably when he stood up on the strip above 
mentioned, his thighs came in contact .with the larger wire 
and his neck and back .of his bead came in contact with the 
upper wire, which closed the circuit of 7,200 volts, which ren-
dered him unconscious and caused him to fall to the ground 
below. Schneider remembered nothing· after standing- up on 
the strip for when he came to himself he was in the hospital 
in Richmond, Virginia. 
°jim.mie J onest Gladstone Mothershead and John R. Self 
were working on the barn at the time but all they saw was a 
flash of light and heard Schneider when he struck the 
ground. John R. Self sent one of the others to 'phone for a 
doctor and he went to the store of H! E. Thompson, a mer-
chant, at Downings, Virginia, and Thompson called three doc-
tors. John. R. Self then went to tl1e house on· Wilna Farm 
and called H. E. Thompson and asked Thompson about 
11 $ a doctor •and was told by Thompson that he had al-
. ready called three doctors. Self then asked Thompson 
to call the Northern N eek, Electric Gooperative office at 
Warsaw and notify them of. the accident to Schneider. It 
being· a· party line, Self held the 'phone and listened while 
Thompson talked with RR,. Denison, System Superintendent 
of the Northern N eek Electric Cooperative. When R R. Den-
ison was advised that Schneider had been hurt by the wires 
~n the Ross. property, Denison, according· to the evidence of· 
John R. Self and H. E. Thompson, stated that he· did not 
understand it, that there was no current on the line and that 
there was no transformer down there. H. E. Thompson -ad-
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vised Denison that he had better get some one down there, 
quick, and shortly thereafter R. R. Denison and S. A. Y ar-
brough, a linesman for the Northern N eek Electric ·Coopera-· 
tive, arrived at the Ross property. After viewing· the situa-
tion Denison and Yarbrough talked together and Yarbrough 
went up the corner pole of the main· primary high tension 
electric line just off your peti.tioner 's property and cut the 
wires of the spur line leading over your petitioner's prop-
erty, thereby severing them from the main primary high ten-
sion electric line, so that for the first time no current was 
over and/or on the property of your petitioner. Denison 
and Yarbrough then announced that there had been current 
over the wires of the spur line on your petitioner's 
12* property *to the point where th~ transformer had been 
removed from the corner pole in the :field of your peti-
tioner, and which wires cai'rying the current were above the 
roof of the barn, which was being built on your petitioner's 
property by John R. Self. 
As soon as one of the doctors arrived Frank .Schneider 
was given first aid treatment and sent at once to Richmond 
to the Medical College of Virginia Hospital. He was admitted. 
to the hospital in the late afternoon of ,October 13, 1941, and 
he remained in the hospital until January 18, 1942, during 
which time he received several blood transfusions and treat-
ment for his bu'rns and wounds. He left the hospital on J anu:-
ary 18, 1942, and returuecl to the hospital again on February· 
9, 1942, for skin grafting· operations. He stayed in the hos-
pital from February 9, 1942; until February 26, 1942, at 
which time he left the hospital and has not received any fur-
ther treatment either from the hospital or from any doc-
tors. According to the evidenc.e of Dr. W. C. Lee, Schneider's 
burns were third degree burns on the back of both thighs 
and on the back of his neck and the base of his skull. All 
wounds healed but left seve1~e scars with the result that the 
movement of Schneider's neck motion was permanently im-
paired to a maximum amount of 20% ; that the right leg· 
had healed and was apparently normal; that the left leg 
had healed but that the muscles of the left leg having been 
burned, there was a permanent impairment *of the use 
13* of his left leg of a· maximum of between ten and :fifteen 
per cent; that the seyere i;;ea.rs were permanent. Ac-
cording to the evidence of Dr. Lee, ,S<:hneider was kept under 
narcotics for approxi~ately two mouths and during his first 
stay in the hospital developed a stomach ulcer and he was 
treated for that. The stomac~ ulcer was apparently cured 
and Dr. Lee stated t;hat 4e considered it cured although some-
times a stomach ulcer would return and doctors could not be 
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certain of a permanent cure until after about five years~ 
Schneider had no stomach ulcer prior to his injury of Oc-
tober 13, ·1941. Dr. Lee testified that from the nature of the 
injuries Schneider necessarily suffered considerable and se-. 
vere pain and discomfort for a considerable period of the 
time that he· was actually in the hospital. 
14* * ASSIGNl\1ENT OF ERRORS. 
Your petitioner is advised and represents that the said. 
judgment is erroneous and that he is aggrieved thereby in 
the following particulars : 
(1) The court erred in refusing to set aside the verdict 
on the ground that it is contrary to the law and evidence 
of the case and in refusing to enter up judgment in favor. 
of your petitioner. 
· (2) The court erred in refusing to instruct the jury in ac-
cordance with the plaintiff's prayer and did not properly in- -
struct the jury as to the law, and the ref ore misdirected the 
jury. 
ARGUMENT AND AUTHORITIES. 
With reference to ,the first assignment of error, the facts· 
of this case are as follows : ]\fr. Ross was never a member. 
of the .Cooperative. However, he expected at some time in 
the future to become a member and on this assumption the 
Cooperative at its own expense ran this spur line into his 
land and energized the same with a deadly current of 7,200 
volts. The evidence shows that the spur line first ran diag-
onally across petitioner's field in a straight line, terminating 
at his Delco light plant building, and there was placed a 
transformer on the pole on the high tension line which was 
not on petitioner's laud, thereby reducing the current on 
the aforesaid spur line to about 210 volts. When petitioner, 
Ross, objected to the spur line running diagonally across 
15* *his field, the Cooperative chanp:ed the course of the 
spur line in accordnace with petitioner's wishes so that 
it ran clown to the point near the corner of the field and turned 
almost at ri!i:ht angles there and ran straight to petitioner's 
Delco light building. Wl1en thiR change was made tl1e trans-
former was placed on the pole in the corner of petitioner's 
:field where the sour line turned at almost right angles to 
run to the Delco Jig-ht building. so that the transformer was 
378 feet from the high tension'" line and 358· feet from the ter-
mination of the spur line at the Delco light building. The 
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current was turned on on April 16, 1938, and went on the 
spur line as well as on the main high tension line without 
.any riotice whatsoever to petitioner. From about eighteen 
months to two years later, also without any notice to peti-
tioner, the transformer was taken down and taken away for 
use elsewhere. and the wire leading from the Delco light build-
ing for a distance of 112 feet was also taken away for 
use elsewhere, leaving the spur line coming· to a dead end in 
petitioner's field at about ·a point about 112 feet from the 
D~lco light plant building. The result of this was that that 
part of the spur line leading from the pole in the corner of 
petitioner's field where the transformer had been to a point 
in his field 112 feet from his Delco light building was dead, 
.and the1·e was a deadly current of 7,200 volts on that portion 
of the spur line leading from the pole in petitioner's field 
. where the transformer had been to the main high ten-
16* sion line, a distance of 378 feet. *During all this time 
Ross was working away from his home and, for two 
years before the accident to Schneider occurred, in a far dis-
tant state and was only returning home about twice a year 
and staying then only a day or two. 
. Petitioner had not applied for current and he knew that 
the transformer had been taken awav and he had not even 
been made a member of the Coope17ative. It was natural 
therefore for him to have expressed the opinion to Mr. Self, 
who it is submitted was building his barn as an independent 
. contractor, that there was no current on the spur line. It 
was the duty of Mr. Self as an independent contractor either 
to have ascertained that there was no current on the wire or 
to have cautioned such men as he hired to work on the barn 
'to look out for the wires and be careful. Petitioner was at 
that time performing his duties as an official of the u. s. 
Maritime Commission at Mobile, Alabama, and the evidence 
is that he left for Mobile, .Alabama, a few minutes after he 
contracted with Mr. Self to build the barn. Mr . .Self, how-
ever, accepted the expressio~ of opinion from petitioner that 
the wires were not charged and instructed his hired men at 
work on the barn that the wires were dead without making' 
any investigation whatsoever, and even went to the point of 
taking the lower wire in his hand and shaking it, when the 
plaintiff, Schneider, asked him about the wires, in order to 
demonstrate that the wires were dead. This deadly current 
was turned on to the spur line on petitioner's land with-
17* out notice to petitioner, and *the transformer was first 
changed and then taken .away and 112 feet of wire 
taken away, all of which was done without any notice what-
soever to petitioner. ! 1 
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It is submitted from the above statement of facts that the 
codefendant, the Northern Nook Electric Cooperative, was 
negligent in several particulars and that its negligence was 
the proximate cause of the injury to Schneider. The Coop-
erative was first negligent in turning a deadly current of 
electricity on Ross' land without notice to him. They were 
also negligent in removing the transformer from the high 
tension line to the pole in the corner of the field 378 feet 
from the high tension line without notice to Ross. They were 
also negligent in taking down and taking away the trans-
former from the pole in the corner of the field without notice 
to Ross, aud in taking away 112 feet of the wire without an 
explanation to petitioner. Last but most important, the Co-
operative was guilty of gross negligence in that it ever en-
ergized the spur line on Ross' land without notice to him, and 
in leav,i.ng said spur line on Ross' land energized from A.pril 
16, 1938, to October 13, 1941, without informing Ross of the 
actual condition of said spur line on his land and without 
having any written easement from Ross and only an oral 
easement to place said spur line on his land so that it might 
be used by him in the future when he should apply for cur-
rent. The evidence also is that this spur line was built for 
the purpose of serving the petitioner, Ross, and him only~ 
· and that in fact it has never served anyone. 
18~ ~The evidence further shows that the Cooperative 
when it constructed the spur line leading into petition-
er's property could have built the spur line and not con-
nected the wires to the high tension line, or could for the ex-
penditure of eig·ht dollars have put cut-out fuses or discon-
nect switches on the pole of the main high tension line where 
the spur line left the high tension line; 6r could have· left 
the transformer on the pole of t~e 1i1ain high tension line 
where it wa·s first lbcated and run its spur line over peti-
tioner 1s property, none of which devices or methods would 
have cost the Cooperative over eig~t dollars. . Had the trans-
former beeri. left on the main hig·h te1i'sion pole where it had 
been first located, then when same was removed tlie entire 
spur line on yom· petitioner's property would. have been en-
firelv dead. · 
U ncler instruction number 7 to th~ jury, page 99 of the 
typewritten recoi·d, . the jury was told: that pers·ons · and con-
cerns engaged in· the dishibntion ·and transmission of elec-
tricity must exercise ordinarv care fo avail themselves of 
the best mechanical contrhrances, inventions, devices and 
methods that' are in· practical use. It i~ obvious that the co-
defendant, the Cooperative, faifod· fo mea8ui~ rip to this 
standard. However, under instruction ntimbe:r 11, the jury 
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was further told that if the Cooperativ.e constructed and 
maintained its lines in accordance with the generally ac-
cepted standards, rules and r·egula tious of the electrical in-
dustry, it was not guilty of negligence; and attention is called 
to the contradiction in these two instructions later on 
19• in this *petition, wherein it is correctly contended that 
the court misdirected the jury. 
The only contention that _plaintiff can make as to the al-
leged negligence of defendant, Ross, is that he did express 
the opinion to .Self, who it is believed was an independent' 
contractor, that the wires were not charged on the spur line 
on his land and that he did locate the site upon which the 
barn was to be built close to the wires of the spur line on 
his land. The reason for his opihion was given to Self, 
namely, that he had never applied for the current, but this 
did not relieve .Self of the duty of either ascertaining whether 
or not there was current on the wires and in the event there 
was, of instructing his hired men not to touch the wires. The· 
petitioner, Ross, had never had any experience with elec-
tricity. 
E,ven after Self had told his employee, .Schneider, that 
the wires were harmless and had no current on them, not-
withstandin~ the fact that Schneider knew very little about 
electricity it anything, he did kn.ow that' the wires in ques-
tion were electric wires and he knew they were dangerous 
as he himself testified. He should at least have been careful 
and should not have come into contact with them. However, 
he himself testifies that after Mr. Self told him the wires 
were harmless, he paid no further attention to them what-
ever. It is submitted that Schneider by his acts was guilty 
of contributory negligence, or perilously close to contribu-
tory negligence. · 
208 *However, the court in instruction number 1 to the 
jury told the jury that if .Self told Schneider that the 
wires were harmless, then the said Schneider had a right to 
rely on the statement made to him by Self, and it is sub-
mitted that this was an improper instruction to the jury 
which militated against the petitioner and in favor of the co-
defendant Cooperative. 
The jury finally brought in a verdict in favor of the plain-
tiff, Schneider, and against the defendant, Ross, in the 
amount of $5,800.00 and in favor of the codef endant, North-
ern Neck Electric Cooperative. In the case of Coca-Gola 
Bottlin,q Works v. Andrews, reported in 173 Va. at 240, Judge 
Eggleston, in a very able opinion, held in a case in which 
damag"es had been adjudged against one codefendant and 
the other codefendant was exonerated, that 
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"Since the negligence of the two defendants had con-
curred in producing a single inµivisible injury and the jury's-
verdict had fixed the plaintiff's damages, the ends of justice 
would be better served if the railroad compauy were. per-
mitted to enforce its right of contribution, given· by .Codcj, 
section 5779, against the joint tort feasor, :Mo1·eeock, in the 
then pending proceed~ng instead of requiring new and fur-
ther litigation for that purpose. The same reasoning ap-
plies to the case before us." 
17 Va., page 240. 
Whereupon the court set aside the verdict and judgment 
in favor of Quisenburry (the codefendant for whom judg-· 
ment had been g'iven in the lower court), and entered judg-· 
ment against both Quisenburry and H.ichmo11d Coca-Cola 
Bottling Works, Inc., as joint tort feasors, and divided 
21 * the ·costs between the *two codefendants, the Richmond 
Coca-Cola Bottling Works, Inc., and Quisenburry. 
It is respectfully submitted that under the facts of this 
case and the law applicable thereto, the Northern N eek Elec-
tric Cooperative ( co defendant) was guilty of negligence 
which was the proximate cause of the injury to the plaintiff, 
Schneider, and that the codcfendant, Ross, was not guilty 
of any neglig·ence whatsoever. At the least, however, if upon 
a reasonable inference from the evidence any neg·lig·ence can 
be imputed to the codefendant, Ross, which was the proxi-
mate cause of Schneider's injury, there was obviously neg-
ligence on the part of the Northern N eek Electric Coopera-
tive (codefendant) that was the proximate cause of Schnei-
der's injury, and it should be compelled to bear its part of 
the burden, if there be any burden. Therefore, it is respect-
fully submitted that the judgment against this petitioner 
should be set aside. 
22* *With reference to the second assignment of error, 
your petitioner asked for an instruction shown on page 
93 and at the top of page 9'4 of the record and. which instruc-
tion was refused by the court. This instruction told the jury 
that there was no conflict in the evidence concerning the con-
tract made between your petitioner and John R. Self with 
ref~rence to building· the barn in question and that as a mat-
ter of law John R. Self was an independent contractor, and 
that your petitioner could not be held responsible for in-
juries suffered by the plaintiff, Schneider, on the ground 
that the plaintiff, Schneider, was not an employee or ag·ent 
of your petitioner but was an agent and employee of the said 
John R. Self, who was an independent contractor. This in-
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struction set out in detail in your petitioner's Bill of Excep-
tions Number 2 on pages 93 and 94 of the record was ref used 
by the court, and after the refusal of the court to grant an-
other instruction asked by your petitioner and the granting 
of instructions numbers 1 to 11 inclusive by the court, all of 
which was set out in detail in your petitioner's Bill of Ex-
ceptions Number 2 and shown on pages 94 to 102 inclusive, 
your petitioner then requested the court to instruct the jury 
.as to the law with reference to an independent contractor 
and to further instruct the jury that it was within their 
province to determine whether or not John R. Self was an in-
dependent contractor and whether or not the plaintiff, 
23'"' Schneider, was in *the employment of the said John 
R. Self as such independent contractor at the time, he, 
Schneider, received the injuries, but the court refused to so 
instruct the jury and refused to giv.e any instruction in ref er-
ence to an independent contractor. 
According to the evidence of your petitioner as shown on 
page 41 of the r~cord, the only contract in reference to build-
ing the barn was that your petitioner told Self where he 
wanted him to build the barn and the size of the barn he 
wanted built and that he wanted the barn built like the one 
that Mr. Self himself had; that your petitioner told Self that 
most of_ the needed materials were at the farm, "Wilna", 
but that he, Self, could buy such other materials as needed 
and send the bill to your petitioner and your petitioner would 
pay the bill; that he, Self, could employ any help that he 
needed and your petitioner would pay them, and that· no time 
was fixed for either beginning or completing the work. There 
is found on pag·e 41 of the record the following language: 
"We had no arrangement as to what the barn should cost 
or how much Mr. Self should receive for his compensation. 
I relied upon Mr. Self not to overcharge for any work done. 
Mr. Self had worked for me doing carpentry wprk previous 
to this time. When he sent in his bill for the work done on 
this barn he charged me for his labor per day and I so paid.'' 
The only other evidence in reference to the contract to 
build the barn was the evidence of John R. Self found on 
page 55 of the record, in which Mr . .Self testified as follows: 
24* *"l\fr. RoRs told me the size of the barn to build and 
told me that be had most of the materials at 'Wilna' 
and told me where I could find them. He told me that .any 
other things I needed I could buv at the Tappahannock Sup-
ply Store at Tappahannock, Virginia, or wherever I could 
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get them, and to send him the. bills and he would pay them"; 
He told me that he wanted a two-storv barn and told me to 
build it as I built mine. We never h°a.d anv definite agree-
ment as to what the barn was going to cost or what I was 
going to charge but Mr. Ross told me to employ whoever I 
wanted to help me and to send all bills in to him and he 
would pay them. I charged him the same for my se·rvices 
that I charged every one else and charged him the same wages. 
for the men's _services who helped me with that job, and I 
c.harged him by the day and he paid me by the day. . Shortly 
after Mr. Ross left I started working on the barn and em-
ployed Frank Schneider, Jimmie Jones and Gladstone 
Mothershead to help me.'' 
The facts and the evidence of the case show that the above 
arrangement was made in September, 1941, when your peti-
tioner, Ross, was at his home for one night and part of two 
days, and that a few hours after the arrangement was made 
for the building of the barn your petitioner, Ross, left to 
return to his work and was never in Virginia again until 
June 14, 1942. According to the evidence of Schneider, Jones 
and Mothershead, thev never saw or talked with your peti-
tioner, Ross, and your petitioner, Ross, had no knowledge 
of whom Self would or had employed. . 
It is submitted that from all the evidence in this case 
there is not the slighiest variance or difference in the f a.cts 
concerning the employment of John R. Self by the peti-
tioner, Ross, and it is submitted that John R. Self in this 
case was an independent contractor. 
25• *What is the ordinary test of whether one is an in-
dependent contractor Y The test is who has the power 
to control and direct the servants in the performance of 
their work. The case of Epperson v. DeJarnette, 164 Va. 
482, · quotes from .J aggard on Torts, Section 73, page 228; 
'' .An independent contractor is one who undertakes to pro-
duce a given result without being in any way controlled as to 
the method, by which he attains that result." 
And again 
'· The law defined an independent contractor to be a per-
son who is employed to do a piece of work without restric-
tion as to the means to be employed, and who employs his 
own labor and undertakes to do the work according to his 
own ideas, or in accordance with plans furnished by the per-
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son fa:r whom the work is done, to whom the owner looks 
only for re~ults. '' 
' I ' 
: B.oyd, Riggins. <f:: Gof ortk V; Mahone, 142 Va. 690 ... .And 
again in the Epperson v. J)eJ arnette case the court said: 
. '• The ordinary test is this : 
~ " 'Wl10-has the J}ower. to control a.nd direct the servants 
in the p~rformance of their work f' ·'' 
. . '' . . { 
Citing Standard Oil Co. v. Anderson, 212 U. S. 215; Roy 
C. Crowder ~ Bit'ltm'inoi6s Casualty Corp. ·v. John G. Hay-
maker, 164 V:a .. 77; Baker v. Nussman <t ·Cox, 152 ·va. 293; 
I>rwis Bakery v. Dozier, 139 Va. 628; Clinchfield Coal Corp. 
v. Redd, 123 Va. 420. · ' · · 
: Shearman and R,edfield' on ~"Negligence':', volume-1, pages 




26• *"The true test· of an ·independent c.ontractor would 
seem to be, that he renders .the service in the course of 
an independent occupation· ·:rep.resenting the will ·of his· em-
ployer only as to the result of his wor~, and not as to the 
m£~anf: by which it is' ac.eomplished. It has been· said· that 
independence :of confrol in employing workm~n and·in select-
ing the means· of doing· the work is the test usually applied 
by courts. to ·determine --Mieth er the contractor is ilidependent 
or not: The mete fact· of -direction of things ·to-· be done, 
without control over the method or ineans of doing them, does 
not make a ~ontractor a s~ry:a.nt. '' 
In the instant case all of~the evidence in reference to the 
employment' of Self by yq_ur· petitioner, Ross, shows. accord-
ing to S-elf. that yom· petitioner, Ross, not only' had nothing 
whatever to··rlo with whomhe, Self, employed or when the ·work 
was to beg:in;·or how it ·was. to be done, and if is· submitted 
that your petittoner, ~oss, i!1 employing ~o~n R. S~lf under 
the f~ets· of this case c~nshtuted Se_lf an mdependent con-
tractor, acco1·ding t~>" the law of :the de~ided cases. 
· It is· true tha.t tl1e evidence in this case showed that in 
tho final ana:ly_si~ .. Self rendered a bill to your petitioner 
ba~ed· on: a ver diem charge but as stated in Michie's Digest 
of Virginia. and West Virg'inia Reports, Volume 5 on page 
589; 
'• If all the other characteristics of an independent con-
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tractor are present, the relationship will not be changed due; 
to the part that his compensation is to be measured by a 
per diem to himself and his employees and that his employer 
is, to furni~h the materials used in doing· the work.'' 
Citing Emmerson v. Fay, 94 Va. 60; Bibb v." 'N. & W., 87 
Va. 711; N. <t ,TV. v. Stevens, 97 Va. 631; Q :Va: Law Reg. 
605; Richmond v. Sitterding, 101 Va. 354; Veitch v. Jenkins, 
lW~.~ . 
27*' * According to the holding in the above· ch~es even 
though an agreement is made on a per diem, basis, this 
does not affect .the question of whether or not a person is all' 
independent contractor but in this case there was no agree-
ment as to method of pay or as to amount of pay, which. 
makes the instant case even . stronger. 
In fact, your petitioner did not actually know how he was 
to pay l\fr. Self until Mr. Self sent him the bill. 
'' An independent contractor is one who undertakes to 
produce a given result without being in any way controlled as 
to the method by which he attains that result." 
r 
Craig v. _Doyle, 179 Va. 526. 
This .is a very recent case, the opinion having been rendered 
on April ·13, 1942. 
In the correspondence that took place between Mr. Ross· 
and John R. Self relative to the building of the barn, which 
letters are shown as original exhibits in this case, it is con-
tended, that upon a most careful and painstaking· perusal of 
same, it will be found that Ross was making certain sugges-
tions to l\Ir. Self with reference to specifications of the barn 
but these·· were suggestions only and were in no 'wise a part 
of the contract. 
It is submitted that in cases involving the ·re1ationship 
of independent contractor where the facts ·are·· undisputed, 
the court Rhould determine the relationship and so instruct 
the jury as a matter of law unless the· facts are ~such 
28 8 as would justify more than one reasonable inference 
or were· ·disputed. It is submitted that the facts and 
circumstan()es of the· employment of' Self by your petitioner 
in this case ·are undisputed and are such that but one rea-
sonable inferenee· could be drawn and that the conrt should· 
Jntve instructed the jury a~ .requested by your petitioner that' 
S<~]f was an independent contractor. · · 
-. '' .As a general rule it is· for the court to define the re-
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lation of--independent contractor, and for the jury to say 
whether,. under the evidence, that relation exists.; .but.where 
the evidence admits of only one conclusion, -· a -v-erdiet to 
the contrary cannot be upheld.'' · .. ~ . _ .: , 
Vol. 5, l\fichie 's Va. and W. Va~ Digest, page 591 ;-Emmer-
.son v. Fay, 94 Va. 60; Anderson v. Tug River Coal, et~:-, 59 
W. Va. 301. .. ·.. . 
''In cases involving the relati~nship of independeu't con-
tractor, although the facts may be undisputed, the issue 
should be submitted to the jury and not decided by the cour.t 
as a matter of law unless the facts are sueh as would justify 
but one _reasonable inference.'' · ... 
· ,Hicks v~ -S021,th~ni Ohio Quarries, 115 W. Va. 648; 182 S. 
E~ 874.:·· · · · . 
It is 1·es.pectfully submitted that the facts in this case 
were·:.at least sufficient to justify the leaving to the jury of 
the question of whether or not Self was an independent con-
tractor but the court refused to do this and in instruction 
number 1 to the jury actually instructed the jury tba.t Frank 
Schneid~r .was the agent and employee of your petitioner, 
Ross, which is shown on page 95 of the typewritten-
29* record. It is *again respectfully submitted that the 
court- committed error in the g·ranting of said instruc-
tion number.' 1. The result of the granting of said instruc-
tion number 1, in wl1ich the jury were told that. .Frank 
,Schneider was the ag:ent and employee of the petitioner, Ross, 
was that the jury were instructed to all intents and pur-
poses that John R. Self was not an independent contractor. 
The court a.gain committed err.or in refusing to grant the 
instruction offered by petitioner to the effect that the writ-· 
ten application of the petitioner for membership in the Co-
operative did not constitute a contract between the petitioner 
and the said Cooperative for the reason that said applica-
tion was never accepted by the Board of Directors of said 
Cooperative, and he was never a. subscriber for current from 
said Cooperative. 
The facts in this case show beyond the peradventure of a 
doubt that the petitioner, Ross, was never a member of the 
Northern Neck Electric Cooperative. It is true that he filed 
a written application for membership and paid the Coopera-. 
• •• I • 
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tive five dollars, which .written applicatioJ}. for .membership,, 
if it had been ·accepted by the Cooperative, would have bound 
Ross: to .do· certain. things,. -as is shown from a- reading· of 
same, which is filed as. an ~riginal .exhibit in this case, .and 
is shown in full on page 49' of the typewritten record .. Among 
~hese things that Ross would- have to do was to grant to the 
Coopei·ative. at its, request· the necessary dghts,. p1'ivileges. 
and easements to const~uct and operate their poleSi 
30* *and wires on his prop~rty, etc. Howeve1\ aecording 
. to the testimony of R. R .. Denison, manager of the Co., 
operative, and aceo1~ding to the. by.laws. .of the: Coopemtive,. 
which are filed a.s an original exhibit in this cause, petitioner 
eould not become a. member -until his .application ...was ac-
'-~cpted by the Board of .Directors of tl1e Cooperative. Deni_; 
son testified on page 48 of the typewritten record that the 
Board of Directors never acted on petitioner's application 
fo.r membe1·ship. From an examination of t,he aforesaid by-, 
laws, filed as· ori_ginal exhibit number 7, on page 20 of same,. 
will be found the fallowing language: 
• '' The President . . .. : .... ~ . . . . . -slfall sign, with\ the~ Sec-
retary, certificates of membership, .the issuance of which 
shall have 'been autho1·ized bv resolution of the Board of 
Directors.''. ~ 
:M:r. Denison testified, that no ce11:i:ficate had been issued 
your petitioner for the reasm1: that .the Boar:d had never au~ 
thorized · game. · Notwithstanding· this fact, the court refused 
to instruct the jury that .petitioner-; was not a\ member of 
the Cooperative, and that his :written application did not 
constitute a contract beween him and the Cooperative. 
The result of this· action on the· part of· the court was most 
harmful to petitioner hi that the jury in all i)robability be-
lieved that the· Cooperative had· a right to locate· its wires. 
upon the property of the petitioner and to electrify or 
energize. the saia wires ·over land of your petitioner .. rega1·d.., 
less oft how powel'ful·the current mav lutv~ been, and to do 
this without notice even to petitioner. 
31,Q, · *The court also _commit_ted error in the granting of 
· ihstruction 'number 11 upo·n tlie p11ayer ·of the -Northern 
N eek Electric Cooperativ·e, which. instr~etion _ i8 found on 
page 102 of the typewritten record, a11d which in substance 
provide-s· that if the jury beli~ve from the evidence ~hat the· 
Cooperative 'constructed · and maintained the electric line 
ovei the property of the petitioner. in . accordance ·with gen-· 
era.lly accepted standards, rules and reg-ula tions of the elec-
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trical industry, and that your petitioner in violation of such 
standards, rules and regulations authorized the barn to be 
constructed, without the knowledge and consent of the Co-
operative, that the defendant Cooperative was not guilty of 
negligence, and the jury should find its verdict for the de-
fendant Cooperative. 
This instruction was directly in contradiction with instruc-
tion number 7 granted by the court, which tells the jury 
that persons and concerns engaged in the distribution and 
transmission of electricity owe to the public generally the 
duty of exercising· ordinary care to avail themselves of the 
best materials and best mechanical contrivances and inven..: 
tions which are in practical use, which duty devolves upon 
persons and concerns engaged in such business regardless 
of what standards and devices and rules and regulations may 
have been or may be adopted by the electrical industry. The 
rule requiring• that ordinary care be exercised to avail them-
selves of the best materials and best mechanical contrivances 
and inventions which are in practical use is laid down in 
the celebrated case of Jeffress v. Va. R. Y. db P. Co. 
32:if •reported in 127 Va. at page 694, which is probably 
the leading- case in Virginia on this question. The 
opinion in this case shows that the question was raised to the 
effect that the usages of the industrv was the standard that 
should be attained (see 127 Va., page 718) but with refer-
ence to this contention Judge Kelley in the· course of his 
very able opini9n makes the following statement: 
"'nhe case of Bertha Zinc Co. v. Martin, 93 Va. 791, un~ 
doubtedly held, as claimed by defendant, that ordinary care 
is to be determined by the general usages of the business, 
and that no man can be held to any higher degree of skill 
than the fair average of his profession; and the same is true 
of No14/olk Traction Co. v. Ellington, 108 Va. 245; (and other 
cases therein named) and some more recent cases. vV e do 
not think, that any of these decisions intended to hold that 
the so-called 'unbending test' of negligence could be invoked, 
even in a ease between master and servant, to exempt ,a de-
fendant- from liability where he had used an appliance or 
method known not to be reasonably adequate when one of 
the latter c.haracter was available.'' 
From the above it appears that the burden is laid upon 
persons and concerns distributing and selling elec.tric cur-
rent to use the best obtainable appliances and methods which 
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were then in practical use, and that the failure to do this is 
negligence. 
In fact, the jury had two instructions as to the degTee 
of care required of the Cooperative, which instructions were 
not only not in _accord but fixed conflicting standards as to the 
degTee of care required. It is submitted that instruction 
number 11 should not have been given for the reason that 
it was in direct conflict with instruction number 7 for the 
reasons above stated. 
33* *The various alleg~d errors made by the lower court 
in the granting of instructions and in refusing to grant 
instructions reacted in every instance against the defend-
ant, George H. Ross, Jr., and in fa.vor of the Northern N eek 
Electric Cooperative. Had the jury been properly instructed 
as to the law of the case, it is respectfully contended tha.t in 
all probability a verdict would have been returned against 
the Cooperative and in favor of the defendant, Ross. The 
worst that could have happened to the defendant, Ross, would 
have been for the jury to have rendered a verdict both against 
him and the co defendant, Northern N eek Electric Coopera-
ti.Ye, in which case the right of contribution would have ex-
isted and one-half of the verdict would have been paid by 
one codefendant and the other half bv the other. For these 
reasons your petitioner feels that lie has been aggrieved 
bv the errors herein before alleged, and respectfully submits 
that the court erred in failing to properly instruct the jury 
as to the law, and again in refusing to set the verdict aside 
for the reason that it was contrarv to the law. 
And your petitioner further represents that the gaid final 
judgment of the court is erroneous in other _respects. 
Your petitioner therefore prays that a writ of sitpersedeas 
may be awarded him and that the judgment may be reversed 
and annulled. 
Your petitioner represents that he desires through his 
attorneys to state. orally the reasons for r~viewing the 
34 ~ * decision complained of. · 
Your petitioner further represents that a copy of this 
petition for a writ of error was mailed to William A. Wright, 
coum;el for Frank ,Schneider, and W. W. Beverlev, counsel 
for Northern Neck Efoetric Cooperative, on the 16th day of 
NoYember, 1942. 
GEORGE H. ROSS, JR., 
By R.. 0. NORRIS, .JR., 
F. V. WATKINS, 
Attorneys. 
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We, R. 0. Norris, Jr., and F. V. Watkins, attorneys prac-
ticing in the .Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, hereby 
certify that in our opinion there is error in the judgment 
complained of in the foregoing petition for which the same 
should be reversed by the Supreme Court of Appeals. 
R. o. NORRI~TJR., 
F~ V. WATK1.NS 
Received N ovemper 16, 1942. 
M. B. WATTS, Clerk. 
December 3, 1942. Writ of error and supersedeas awarded 
by the court. No additional bond required. 
RECORD 
VIRGINIA: 
M. B. W. 
Plc~s before · the Honorable E. Hug·h Smith, Judge of 
the Circuit Court of Richmond County, at the Courthouse 
thereof on Saturdav the 18th day of July, in the year of · 
our Lord, nineteen ·hundred and forty-two. 
Be it remembered, that beretof ore, to-wit, on the 13th day 
of April, 1942, came Frank; Schneider, Complainant, and filed 
his motion against George H. Ross, Jr., and Northern N eek 
Electric Cooperative, a corporation organized and existing 
under tbe laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia, defend-
ants, in the following words and figures, to-wit: 
NOTICE OF MOTrION. 
To : George Ii. Ross, Jr., and Northern N eek Electric Co-
operative. a Corporation organized a.nd existing· under the 
l::tws of the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
Please take notice tha.t you, and each of you, are hereby 
notified that on Monday, May 4, 1'942, at ten o'clock, a. m., 
or as soon thereafter as the Court will hear me, the under-
signed, Frank Sehneider, will move the Circuit Court of 
Richmond County, Virginia. at the Courthouse thereof at 
'\Varsaw, Virginia, for a judgment and execution thereon in 
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my favor against you, and each\ of you, in the sum of Twenty 
Thousand Dollars ($20,000.00), for damages, due me,. Frank 
Schneider2 for personal injuries inflicted upon and caused to 
me in the County of Richmond, State of Virginia, by and 
through the negligence of you and each of you, which was 
the proximate cause of the i_njuries suffered by me i and for 
more particulars2 the fallowing: 
page 2 } That heretofore and prior to the 26th day of 
September, 1941, at the time of committing· the 
grievances and injuries hereinafter mentioned and even at 
this time, you, the said George H. Ross, Jr.., were th~ owner 
of a certain tract or parcel of land, generally lmown a~ 
('Wilna", situated in Famham Magisterial Dis.t.rict, Rich-
mond County, Virginia, on the Rappahannock River and 
Farnham Creek and bounded by certain metes and bound:; 
as set forth in the. deed to same, which is of record in the 
Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of Richmond County, Vir-
ginia, in Deed Book 49, page 314; that you exercised com-
plete and absolute control, ownership and possession of the 
said tract of land, as hereinabove stated, and used the same 
as your home, legal residence and domicile prior to Septem-
ber 26, 1941, at the time of the grievances hereinafter set 
forth and even up to this date. 
The plaintiff further says that on September 2~ 1941, cer-
tainly prior to the 13th day of October, 1941, and during the 
day of the 13th day of Oetobe1; 1941 and subsequent theret~ 
the 13th day of Oetober, 1941, being the time of the injuries 
to· the undersigned, you, the said George H. Ross, Jr., em-
ployed John R. Self as your agent, servant and employee and 
authorized the said. J olm1 R. Self as such and so directed him, 
in your place and stead, to build and construct a certain 
building, to-wit, a frame· building or barn on the property 
aforesaid, that is the property belonging to the said George 
H. Ross, Jr., owned and eon trolled by him, and to employ 
such assistance and help as he might deem necessary and 
expedient and· pay such wages to such employee as he thought 
proper and right ; that the undersigned was employed by . 
your afore said agent, servant and employee~ 
page 3 ~ namely, John R. Self, as directed and authorized 
by you to do, to assist him in the construction and 
erection of the certain frame building or barn as aforesaid 
and t~at his, the undersigned,.s duties prior to October 13, 
1941, the time of his grievances herein set forth, and at the 
time of his grievances were those generally of a carpent~r, 
that is to say, to help and assist in the erect{on and construe-
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tion of the aforesaid frame building or barn on the property 
of the said George H. Ross, Jr.; that prior to October 13, 
1941, and during the day of October 13, 1941, up until about 
three o'clock P. M. of that day, the time when the under-
signed was injured or suffered his grievances herein set forth, 
he was the agent, servant and employee of you, the said 
George H. Ross, Jr., by virtue of his employment by the 
said John R. Self, your agent, servant and employee, who 
was prior thereto, at the time and subsequent thereto acting 
under your direction and authority and within the scope of 
l1is authority and employment and acting in your place and 
stead; and furthermore, the undersigned was acting within 
the scope of his authority and employment; that in· consid-
eration of my performing said services and labor as your 
agent, servant and employee, it booame and was your duty, 
as my master and employer, to use reasonable and proper· 
ca1·e to provide for me a reasonably safe. place in which, upon 
which and under which your servant and employee was to 
work during the course of his employment and not subject 
me to any extraordinary risk, hazard or dang-er in the course 
of my duty and employment. 
Notwithstanding your duty in this respect and in this be-
half, you did not use reasonable and proper care to provide 
for me a reasonably safe place in which, under which and 
over which to perform and discharge my duties as 
page 4 ~ your servant and employee, a.s aforesaid, but wholly 
failed so to do~ and to the contrary, did subject me 
to extraordinary risk, hazard and danger, without knowl-
edge or negligence on my part, in the course of my' duty and 
employment in this; to-wit, that on the 13th day of October, 
. 1941, about three o'clock p. m., you· caused me, under your 
orders, directions and authority, to construct and erect a 
frame building· or barn on your property in the county of· 
Richmond, State of Virginia, over which, at the time, vou 
had possession and control, immediately and directly beneatl1 
and below two high-powered electric wires or conductors 
charged with live electricity ·or voltage; that you knew the 
said frame building or barn, when completed, would reach 
within a few inches, possibly n. little less than one yard of 
the said electric wires with live electric. current or voltage 
running through and over the same; that you knew, or. should 
have known, through the exercise of reasonable care ancl 
caution, that the said electric wires or conductors were live 
with electricity or voltage of a very high, in fac.t, deadly de-
gree and that contact with them would! cause immediate death 
or certainly permanent injuries ; that furthermore, in addi-
tion to. this knowledge on your part, or knowledge which you 
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should have had bv the exercise of reasonable care and cau-
tion, you negligent'ly and carelessly and without proper pro-
visions for my safety, caused me to carry out my duties, as 
aforesaid, without knowledge or negligence on my part, and 
therebv inevitablv come in contact with the aforesaid live 
electri~ wires or .. conductors, charged with electricity or 
voltage; tha.t, as a matter of fact, your agent, servant and 
employee, namely, John R. Self, prior to the commencement 
of the said frame building or barn, when you designated the 
place or spot for the construc.tion and erection of 
pag-e 5 } the said barn, specifically called to your attention 
_ to and pointed out the danp;er, hazard and risk in-
volved throug·h the overhead electric wires and the proximity 
of the proposed barn thereto and you told him a.t the time 
that there was no clanger, risk or hazard involved through 
the proxtmity and presence of the said electric wires, that 
there was no current or electricity and voltage in them and 
never had been and that he should disregard them and pro-
ceed with the work above referred to; that the said John R. 
Self, under your direction and authority, as your agent, 
servant and employee, accepted your statement as true and 
correct, and acting upon such, that is, upon the assumption 
that there was no danger, hazard or risk involved from the 
presence and proximity of said electric wires, proceeded to 
carry out your instructions as to t.be erection and construc-
tion of the said frame buildin~· or barn; that the said John 
R. Self, likewise and in turn, told your servant and employee, 
before. enterin~ upon· his duties, as aforesaid, exactly what 
you told him a.bout the absence of danger, hazard and risk 
involved through the presence and ·proximity of the ~aid 
electric wires; that the undersigned, your servant and em-
ployee, likewise and in turn, acting upon the aforesaid state-
ment made by you, and upon the. natural and reasonable as-
sumption that there was no danger, hazard or risk, pro-
ceeded to carrv out his duties as authorized and directed bv 
the said John. R. Self; whereby and by reason whereof. on 
the said. 13th dav of October, 1941, at about three o'clock 
p. m., when in cliflcharge of" my dutv, your servant and em-
nlovee, actin9.' within the scope of his authority and employ-
ment and without ne~ligence or carelessness on his part, 
came in contact with the aforesaid electric wireR and was 
severely burned a bout the head. face, neck. 
page 6 ~ shouldel'~. back, buttocks and legs, and wa~ rendered 
or knocked unconscious and caused to fall from 
the ton of the roof of the said '.barn eig·hteen feet to the 
g-ronnd below and. was mangled, mashed, bruised and crushed 
and had tp be· taken from the scene of the injury to the Medi-
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cal College of Virginia Hospital., Richmond, Virginia, where 
he remained for a long time., to-wit, for over three months, 
.and from that time has still been under the care and treat-
ment of. doctors and is now under such treatment and will 
have to remain under such treatment and doctor's care for 
an indefinite period of time; that he is highly nervous at 
this time and continues physically weak and unable to follow 
l1is usual occupation in life and does not know when he will 
be able so to do; that he has suffered the loss of time at his 
occupation since October 13, 1'941; that he has suffered ex-
cruciating· bodily pain and mental anguish; that large por-
tions of his head., face, back, buttocks., legs. and all over his 
person were seared, scorched and burned and skin destroyed 
.and that he has been seriously and permanently injured:, dis- . 
:fig·ured and disabled and in addition has been forced to ex-
pend large sums of money, to-wit, Medical College of Vir-
ginia Hospital, Five Hundred Dollars ($500.00); Dr. R. E. 
Booker, Eleven Dollars ($11.00); Dr. Oldham Five Dollars 
($5 .. 00); Drs. Ashworth and Pinckney, Three Dollars ($3.00); 
miscellaneous doctor's bills, Fifteen Dollars ( $15.00) ; trans-
portation charges to and from Richmond, Virgini~, Eighty 
Dollars ($80.00); telephone calls, Six· Dollars ($6.00); .va.ri-
ous trips to loca] doctors, Twelve Dollars ($12.00); and that 
he will be eompelled to expend and outlay much more in 
and about treating his said injuries. 
And the said plaintiff says that the injuries, 
})age 7 } pain, anguish, disfigurements, disablement and :fi-
nancial loss suffered by him, as aforesaid, were the 
direct and proximate result of the carelessness, neg·ligence, 
recklessness and wrong acts, as aforesaid. 
Wherefore the said plaintiff says that he is entitled to 
recover of a.nd from the defendants, and each of them, re-
spectively, a large sum of money, to-wit, the sum of Twenty 
T-housand Dollars ($20,000.00). 
And also, to-wit: 
That prior to the 26th day of September, 1941, you, the 
said Northern Neck Electric Cooperative, a Corporation or-
ganized and doing business under the laws of the Common-
wealth of Virginia as a public. service corporation, acting 
under the authoritv authorized bv tl1e laws of the State of 
Virginia to build, construct and maintain electric lines and 
supplv electric current in certain prescribed areas, regulated 
and controlled bv the laws of Virginia, and more particularly 
to build and construct electric lines and supply electric cur-
rent over certain prope11;y belonging to and owned by George 
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H. Ross, Jr., located in the County of Richmond, State of 
Virginia, on the Rappahannock River and Farnham Creek, 
in Farnham Magisterial District, generally known as. 
''vVilna''; that acting under the aforesaid authority, you, the 
said Northern Neck Electric Cooperative, did build and con-
struct an electric line for the supply and service of electric 
current, in consideration of profit and reward, upon and over 
the aforesaid property of George H. Ross, Jr .. : that such elec-
tric line was built and constructed with the consent and ap-
proval of the said George H. Ross, Jr., and was the property 
and was controlled by you, the said Northern N eek 
page 8 ~ Electric Cod,perat[ve; that the said electric. line 
leading into and over the property of the said 
George H. Ross, Jr., from the main line of the said company, 
consisted of a high voltage wire and ground wire leading 
from a pole on the main line over and upon the property of 
George H. Ross, Jr., to a pole near the corner of the front 
yard of the said George H. Ross, Jr., a distance of about 
one hundred and four (104) yards, at which point a trans-
former was installed, and from this point-,-the pole at the 
corner of the said front yard-low voltage wire was con-
structed and run over the pr9perty of the said George H .. 
Ross, Jr., leading to another pole in the front yard of the 
said George H. Ross, Jr., at a point of about seventy-five 
(75) yards from the dwelling house of the said George IL 
Ross, Jr., where such line came to an end, and the said line 
was never completed or carried to the said dwelling of the · 
said George H. Ross, Jr., and that no current was ever de-
livered or supplied to the said George H. Ross, Jr., over the 
said eleetric line, or anyone else on the, said Ross property; 
that subsequent to the building and consfruction of the said 
electric line and prior to the 2ijth day of· September, 1941,. 
you, the said Northern Neck Electric Cooperative, did go 
upon the said property of the said George H. Ross, Jr., to-
wit, about two years ag·o, and did take from and remove from 
the ~aid pole near the corner ,of the front yard the trans-
former with the consent a:nd approval of the said George H. 
Ross, Jr.; that by virtue of the removal of the said trans-
former no current could be transmitted beyond such pole 
to the said pole where the electric line ended in the said 
front yard and that no current could be furnished or sup-
plied over the said line, as constructed, until such time as 
an-0t11er transformer was installed, and that yon, in remov-
ing. the said transformer, intended that such re-
page 9 r moval was a discontinuance of the electric cnrrent 
or voltage over the said electric line-all of which 
was known by the said George H. Ross, .Jr., and was done 
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with his eon.sent and approval, and such removal of the trans-
former was accepted by him as a discontinuance or cessa-
tion of all electric current over the said electric line. . . 
. The plaintiff further says that it was the duty of you, the 
Northern N eek Electric Cooperative, as a public service cor-
poration, to construct, maintain arid. keep your electric lines 
over private and individual· property hi such ·a way and in 
such a condition where others; including the owner of the 
property, his servants, agents, · employees and invitees, may 
have the right to go; ·either for work, business or pleasure, 
without exposure to danger or inj11ry to them~· that is to say, 
to provide· for their safety; more pa.rtfoularly, it wa~ your 
duty in constructing, niaiiltaihing· and keepfag the said elec.: 
tric line a.nd supplying current throug·h the same, upon and 
over the property of lhe said ·George H. -Ross, Jr., to · con-
.struct, maintain and keep the said electric line i:ri. such a way 
and in such' a. condition where .the said ·George H. Ross, Jr.,, 
his agents, servants, employees arid invitees, liad th~ right 
to g-o either _for work, business or pleasure ·without exposure 
to danger. or _injury to·· them; that is to say, to provide for 
them a safe place for them. to g·o. for any or alL of the above 
:pur.poses. . . . , . . · · . . 1 ' • • 
_ And further the plaintiff says that after removing the said 
transformer on the said pole, as aforesaid, which render~d 
the said. electric line incapable of . being used for- the trans-
mission- o.f current over the property; of the said George H. 
Ross, Jr.; and was so intended ·by y9u. and which was con-
sented and agTeed to and approved by the said 
pa.ge 10 ~ George H. Ross, "Jr., it became your duty and the 
. duty, of the said George H. Ross, Jr.; to take the 
necessary steps to render the· said electric line incapable of 
transmitting· eledric. current or being charged with .. electric 
voltage; in other words, _to make the said electric ·line safe 
and harmless not only to the. s-aid -George R. Ross,· J.r., but 
also to his agents, servants, employees and invitees. 
. Notwithstanding· youi· duties ·in the premises required as 
above set forth,. you,_ the said Northern N eek Electric Co-
operative, did not use or exercise tlie· care required by law fo 
~o operate, control and maintain the said electric line- so as 
to make it safe for the said George H. ·Ross, Jr., as .agreed 
between you and the said George H. Rossi .Jr., to go for work, 
business. or pleasure, and· the _agents, servants, employees, 
and invitees of the said George H. Ross, Jr., .but on the coD;-
trary1. so carelessly, negligently and unlawfully· failed so to 
do and in disregard of ·your said duty- in this behalf care-
lessly.:, negligently_ and, unlawfully and in disregard of the 
safety ·of the said George H. Ross, Jr., his agents, servants, 
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employees and invitees, and in disregard of the undersigned1 
who was the servant and employee of John H. Self, prior to 
October 13, 1941, during the day of October 13, 1941, up until 
the time of his injury and acting within the scope of his em-
ployment-the said John R. Self being,, as of the 26th day of 
September, 1941, and prior to Oc.tober 13, 1941, and subse-
quent thereto, the agent, servant and employee of the said 
George H. Ross, Jr., and acting· within the scope of his au-
thority and employment-so controlled and maintained the 
said electric line leading- from your main electric line to the 
pole aforesaid, from which the transformer had 
page 11 ~ been removed, but the said electric line remained 
· fully charged with a high and deadly voltage of 
electricitv. . 
The plaintiff further says that notwithstanding your duties. 
in the premises, as above set forth, in maintaining and keep-
ing the said electric line in such a way and in such a condi-
tion as to provide a safe place for your undersigned to. work 
under, as above set forth, that is to say, in this respect, in 
confirmation of your previous intention, belief and instruc-
tions to render the said electric line safe and free of danger,. 
you, on the said 13th day of October, 1941, subsequent to the 
hour or time of the injuries to your undersigned, stated that 
there was no electric voltage on said electric line, but on 
the contrary, so c.arelessly, negligently and unlawfully failed 
so to do and in disreg·ard of your said duty in that behalf 
carelessly, negligently and unlawfully and in disregard of 
the safety of your undersig·necl, so maintained and kept the 
[$aid electric line leading· from and over the said property· 
of George JI. Ross, Jr., as aforesaid, that the said electric 
line remained fully charged with a high and deadly voltage-
of elec.tricity. 
. The plaintiff further says that notwithstanding your duty, 
as required by law, to maintain and keep the said electric-
line over and upon the said property of George H. Ross, Jr., 
in such a way and in such a condition so as to provide a 
safe place for the said George H. Ross, Jr., l1is a.gents, 
eervants, employees and invitees, and your undersigned, as 
above set forth, to go for business, work or pleasure ; but 
notwithstanding· the said duties on your. behalf, you, the said 
Northern N eek Electric Cooperative, on the contrary, know-= 
ing, or through the exercise of reasonable care should liave· 
known, jointly, with the i:;aid Georp;e H. Ross, tT r., 
page 12 } who knowing·, or ~hould l1ave known through the 
exercise of reasonable care, that the said electri~ 
line running over the· said property of tl1e said George H. 
Ross, Jr., was chtnged with a. high and deadly voltage,· as. 
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aforesaid, so carelessly, negligently and unlawfully £ailed so 
to do and in disregard of your said duty in that behalf care-
lessly, negligently and unlawfully and in disregard of the 
safety of your undersigned, so maintained and kept the said 
electric line leading from and over the said property of the 
said George H. Ross, Jr., as aforesaid, that the said electric 
line remained fully charged with a high and deadly voltage 
of electricity. 
Notwithstanding your duty or duties in this respect and 
in this behalf, you did not use reasonable and proper care, 
or such care as required by law, to provide for the under-
signed a reasonably safe place in which, under which and 
over which to perform and discharge my duty as a servant 
and employee, as aforesaid, of John R. Self, but wholly 
failed so to, and to the contrary, did subject me to extraor-
dinary risk, hazard and danger, without knowledg·e or neg-
lig·ence on my part, in the course of my duty and employ-
ment in this, to-wit, that on .the 13th day of October, 1941, 
about three o'clock p. m., you caused me, by virtue of the 
orders, directions and authority of the said George H. Ross, 
.Tr., given to John R. Self, to construct and erect a frame 
building· or barn on the property of the said Ross, in the 
County of Richmond, State of Virginia, over which, at the 
time, the said Ross had possession and control, the said barn 
bein~· immediately and directly beneath and below a high-
powered electric! line charg·ed with high and deadly el~ctricity 
or voltage. · 
.... Notwithstanding the duties. required of .. you with 
page 13 ~ reference to the control and maintenance of the 
said electric line, as above set forth, you, the said 
N orthcrn N eek Electric Cooperative, did carelessly, negli-
gently and unlawfully fail to meet those requirements, as 
above set forth, and your failure so to do continued until 
and subsequent to the time or hour that your undersigned 
suffered the grievances complained of herein, namely, about 
tliree o'clock p. m. on October 13, 1941. 
The plaintiff further says that at the time he suffered his 
injuries, to-wit, on the 13th day of October, 1941, about 
three o'clock p. m., he was, at the time, the agent, servant 
, a.ncl employee of John R. Self and was acting under the di-
rection and authoritv of ,John R. Self, that is to say, that he 
was assisting· the said John R. Self in the erection and con-
struction of ~a barn on the property of the said George H. 
Ross, .Tr., and was acting· within the scope of his employment, 
::t.nd without negligence or carelessness on his part; that fur-
thermore, he was assured by the said John R. Self, his mas-
ter and employer, that he was in a reasonably safe place in 
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ci;nstructing and erecting the said barn and that there was. 
no danger through the proximity of the wires of the electrit: 
line, whfoli was run -and maintained immediately over the 
barn which.he'was in the process of-eiecting and" construct-
ing; ip · other ·words, thB:t through the· r·epreseri.tations and 
statements. made lo -hini before proceeding to carry out his 
duty, he sc> proceeded· to carry out his duty lipon the as..: 
Sumption that he ,vas in a Rafe-place to work and under saf~ 
conditions,· as those representations were to the effect that 
there was no electric current and ·voltage in the wires, 'afore..: 
said. . . - . . . . 
.· The plaintiff ·further· states.that the said Jobn ·R. Self, 
· · · prior to the said 13th day of Octo hex;, 1941, dur-
page 14 ~ ihg the day ·of Octa her 13; 1941, and as far bacl~ 
. as the 26th day of September, 1941, was the agent,. 
servant and employee of the said Oeorg·e H. Ross, Jr., and 
that prior to the time and a.t the· time of the injuries· of tlie'. 
undersigned, the said John R. ··self was acting within the 
scope of bis authority and employment iri the co·nstruction 
of a certain barn · oii the ·property of the said Geo1~ge IL 
~oss, Jr., and was acting in the place and stead or the said 
Georg·e H. Ross, Jr. _ - . . · . ' · 
The; plaintiff further says · t'hat the liability for ariy in.: 
jurie~,'- as a result' of the carelessness, negligence aljld unlaw-
fulness on. the part of the said Northern N eek Electric Co-: 
operativ~,, in construe.ting arid maintaining the elecfric line 
afo1·esaid, ,vas the same, by virtue of the undersigned's em-
ployment; to· the undersigned, as· it was or, it would have .. :been. 
to the said George H. Ross, Jr. '. \ I 
· The plaintiff further says that notwithstanding your duti 
or duties in this resp·ect and hi this behalf •. you -did not use 
the care, as r.equired by, law;; to provide for the undersigned. 
a· reasonably safe place in wbiqh .to .wprk, and through your 
carelessness, neg·lig·ence and· unlawfulness in keeping and 
maintaining the said electric line .oYer the said property of 
the said Georg·e H. Ross, t.l r., you ca.used me, the-- undersigned, 
to be ·suhjected to -extraor~nary:. risk, hazard artd danger,. 
without ·knowledge oi' negligence on niy part, in the course 
of my duty and employment in this: to.:wit, th~t on the~13th 
~ay of October, 1941, about tliree · o '-olock p. m., yon caused 
me to·-come in.contact with the.aforesaid ·electric ·line, which 
was fully charged with high and· deadly voltage, ·and as a 
result- of such contact with ·the .aforesaid ek-'(ltric line> your 
· undersigned was severely burned· about the head, 
page 15 ~ face, .neck, shoulders, back,.buttocks and legs and 
rendered- or ·knocked unconscious or senseless and 
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thereby caused to fall, while unconscious, from the top of 
the roof of the barn eig·hteen feet to the ground below, caus-
ing· the undersigned to be mangled,, mashed, bruised and 
crushed, so that he had to be taken from the scene of the in-
jury to the Medical College of Virginia Hospital, Riohmond, 
Virginia, where he remained a long time, to-wit, for over 
three months, and from that time has still been under the 
care and treatment of doctors and is now under such treat-
ment and will have to remain under such treatment and doc-
tor's care for an indefinite period of time; that he is highly 
nervous at the time and continues physically weak and un-
able to follow his regular and· usual occupa.tion in life and 
does not know when he will be . able so to do ; that he has 
suffered a loss of time at his occupation sinee October 13, 
194i; that he has suffered excruciating bodily pain and 
mental anguish; that large portions of his head, face, back, 
buttocks and legs and all over bis person were seared, · 
scorched and burned and skin destroved and that he has 
been seriously and permanently injured, disfigured and dis-
abled, and in addition has been forced to expend large sums 
of money, to-wit, Medical College of Virginia Hospital, Five 
Hundred Dollars ($500.00) ; Dr. R. E. Booker, Eleven Dol-
lars ($11.00); Dr. Oldham, Five Dollars ($5.00); Drs. Ash-
worth and Pinckney, Three Dollars ($3.00) ; miscellaneous 
doctor's bills, Fifteen Dollars ($15.00); transportation 
charges to and from Ric11mond, Virginia, Eighty Dollars 
($80.00); telephone ealls, Six Dollars ($6.00); "\Tarious trans-
porting trips to local doc.tors, Twelve Dollars, ($12.00); and 
that he will be compelled to expend and outlav much more in 
and about treating his said injuries. 
page 16 ~ And the said plaintiff says that the injuries, 
pain, anguish, disfigurements, disability and finan-
cial loss suffered by him, as aforesaid, were the direct and 
proximate result of the carelessness, negligence, recklessness 
and wrong acts, as afore said. 
Wherefore the said plaintiff says that· he is entitled to re-
cover of and from the defendants, and each of them, respec-
tively, a larg·e sum of money, to-wit, the sum of Twenty Thou-
sand Dollars ($20,000.00). 
G. COLEMAN REEDY 





3_2. ~upren:ie Court of Appeals of Vi.rginia 
Neither George H. Ross, .Jr. or any _person who is a mem-
ber of George H. Ross, Jr's. family,' and above the age of 
sixteen years, could be found at the usual place of abode 
of George H. Ross, Jr. on the 13th day of April, 1942, so 
the within notice was executed on the said 13th day of April, 
1942, within the County of Richmond, by leaving a true copy 
of the same, in writing, poeted at the front door of said 
place of abode. 
W. L. BRYANT 
Sheriff of Richmond County, Va. 
Exc~cuted this 13th day of April, _1942, by delivering a true 
copy of the within notice, in writing·, to R. R. Dennison, Supt. 
of Northern Neck Electric Cooperative, in person, in Rich-
mond County, Virg·inia. 
W. L. BRYANT 
Sheriff of Richmond County, Va. 
Returned to Clerk's Office and marked ''Filed 
page 17 ~ April 13, 1942. · R. I. Barnes, Clerk t,. 
And on another day, to-wit: 
At a Circuit Court of the County of Richmond on Mon-
day the 4th day of May, nineteen hundred and forty-two and 
in the one hundred and sixty-sixth year of our Common-
wealth. 
Present: The Hon. E. Hugh Smitll, J ndge. 
Frank Schneider 
v. 
George H.- Ross, Jr., and Northern Neck Electric Coopera-
tive 
NOTICE OF MOTION. 
It is ordered bv the Court that the defendants in this case 
shall file their g~·ounds of defense within :fifteen ( 15) days 
from this date, May 4th, 1942. 
E. HUGH SMITH. Judge. 
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page 18} _.i\..nd on another dav, to-wit: 
. .. .., 
. C~rcuit Court of Richmond County on Monday, the 18th 
day of May, in the year of our Lord, nineteen hundred and 
forty-two. 
Present: The Honorable E. Hugh Smith,, Judge. 
Frank Schneider 
v. 
Northern Neck Electric Cooperative and George H. Ros9:, Jr. 
This day came R. 0. Norris, Jr., attorney for George H. 
Ross, Jr., of the above named defendants, and moved the 
Court to extend the time within which the said George H. 
Ross, Jr. shall file his gTounds of defense, which time will 
expire on the 18th day of May, 1'942; and it app'earing to the 
Court from the statement of said George H. Ross, Jr., by 
llis attorney, that he will not be able to :file his grounds of 
defense on the date above named for the reason that he will 
have to secure'.'additional information which he has not been 
able yet to secure: It is therefore adjudged and ordered 
that such time be exiended to June 9th, 1942, within which 
1.o file said grounds of defense as to both the said George 
H. Ross, Jr., and as to the other defendant, the said North-
ern N eek Electric Cooperative. And the Court doth further 
adjudge and order that any order or decision, requiring the 
parties to appear before the Court on May 23, 1942, for the 
purpose of disposing of any preliminary questions that miiy 
arise in this case, if any such order there be) be and the same 
is hereby s·et aside and annulled. 
E. HUGH SMITH, Judge 
page 19 } GROUNDS OF DEFENSE FILED ON BEHALF 
OF THE DEFENDANT NORTHE.RN NECK 
ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE AS OF JUNE 9~ 1942. 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of Richmond County. 
Frank Schneider 
v. 
George H. Ross, Jr., and Northern N eek Electric Cooperative, 
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the 
Commonwealth of Virginia. 
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GROUNDS OF DEFENSE. 
The def e:ndant; :Northern Neck Electric Cooperative, states 
the ·following as its Grounds of Defense: 
1. This defendant says that the plaintiff's Notice of Mo-
tion fails to state a cause of action against it. 
2. This defendant says that the allegations of the plain-
tiff's Notice of Motion on pages 1-6, inclusive, are not suf.fi.-
ci~nt to ju~tify the stated conclusion on page 6 that the plain-
tiff is entitled to recover from this defendant. 
3. This defendant denies that it constructed an electrie 
line for the supply and service of electric current over the 
property of one Ross, in consideration of profit and reward_ 
This defendant states that it is n non-profit electrie eoopera-
tive. 
4. This defendant denies that it was its duty to construct,, 
maintain and keep its electric lines· over P!iv~te property in 
such a way and in such a condition where the owner of the 
property, or his servants, agents, employees and invitees, 
might have the right to go, without exposure to danger or 
injury to them, that is to say, to provide for their 
page 20 }- safety; and this defendant further denies that it 
was its duty in constructing, maintaining and keep-
ing the electric line over the property of the said Ross, to 
construct, maintain and keep the same in such a way and in 
such a condition where the said Ross, his ag·ents, servants, 
employees and invitees, had the right to go, without exposure 
to danger or· injnry to them, that is to say, to provide them 
a ~af e place for them to go for any or all of the above pur-
poses. 
5. This defendant denies that for anv reason whatsoever 
it became its duty '' to· render the said electric line incapable 
of transmitting electric current or being charged with elec-
tric voltage, in other words·, to rnake the· said electric line 
harmless and safe'', to any person whatsoever. 
&. This defendant denies that it- did not use or exercise 
the care required by law to operate, control and maintain 
'' the said electric line'' so as to make it safe for f.he said 
Ross and his agents, servants, employees .and _invitees and 
this defendant denies that it carelessly, neglig·entiy and un-
lawfully failed so to do. This defendant denies that it vio-, 
lated any duty it owed to the said Ross, or to anyone· eTse, 
including the plaintiff, and this defendant denies tlmt it did 
any act or omitted to do any aet in disregard of" the safety of 
the said Ross, o~ in disregard of the safety of anyone else, in-
cluding the plaintiff. This clef endant says that the rest of the 
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last paragraph of plaintiff's Notice vt Motion, beginning 011 
page 9 and ending on page 10, does not make sense as a state-
ment in the Engush language. However, if it is intended by 
saia statement to allege that it was this defendant 1s· 
page 21 } duty to the plaintiff to de-energize the branch line 
carrying high voltage electric current from this de-
fendant's main line over the property of the said Ross,. this 
defendant denies that such was its duty~ 
On the contrary, this defendant says that it exercised the 
care required by law in the construction, operation, mainte-
nance and control of said electric line, that the said line was 
carefully, properly, skillfully and prudently constructed, op-
erated, maintained and controlled. And this defendant says 
that not only was it not its duty to cut off the current over 
said line, but the purpose of building the said line was that 
it carry the current with which it was charged. . 
7. This defendant further denies that it ever had or ex-
pressed any intention, belief and/or instruction to render 
'' the said electric line'' safe and free of danger. And this 
defendant denies that it, or any of its officers or agents, ever 
stated that there was no electric \?oltages '' on the said elec-
tric line''. · 
8. This defendant ag·aiu denies that it owed to the plain-
tiff any duty to provide a reasonably safe place for him to 
work, and consequently denies that it did not use reason-
able and proper, or such care as required by law, to make 
such provision. This defendant further denies that it sub-
jected the plaintiff to any risk, hazard and danger, ordinary 
or extraordinary, and, of course, denies that it caused, di-
rected or ordered the plaintiff to construct a building for one 
Ross at the place alleged or at any other place. This defend-
ant asserts that it had no notice or knowledge 
page 22 } that any building was being constructed under any 
of, or in close proximity to, its electric line on 
and over the property of the said Ross. This defendant 
further denies that it caused, or had anything whatsoever 
to do with causing, the plaintiff to come in contact with '' the 
aforesaid electric line". 
9. This defendant denies that it was guilty of any act or 
omission of which the plaintiff, George H. Ross, Jr., or anv-
one else could complain. .. 
10. This defendant denies that it was careless, negligent 
and guilty of violating any law in "keeping and maintaining 
the said electric line" and this defendant denies that it caused 
the plaintiff to be subjected to any risk, hazard and danger, 
ordinary or extraordinary, "in this, to-wit: • «< • you caused 
me to come in contact with the aforesaid electric line". 
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11. This defendant says the plaintiff was guilty of negli-
gence, which was the sole proximate cause of his injuries or 
which efticiently contributed thereto, in coming into contact 
with the electric line, and this defendant states its intention 
to rely upon such neglig·ence. 
12. This defendant calls for strict proof of plaintiff's al.: 
leg·ed injuries and of every other of his alleged allegations 
of fact. 
13. This defendant relies upon all defenses, whi~h may 
be relied upon under a plea of the general issue. 
14. This defendant believes that it has specifically denied 
all of the plaintiff's allegations, which by any possibility 
could be considered as allegations of any breach 
page 23 ~ of a duty or duties owed the plaintiff by this de-
fendant. However, because of the rambling, repe-
titious and sometimes meaningless allegations of Plaintiff's 
Notice of Motion, it may be that some allegation against this 
defendant has been overlooked. If so, this defendant wishes 
to here specifically deny that it is liable to the plaintiff for 
any reason and in any amount, and to affirmatively assert 
that it has violated no duty owed by it to the plaintiff. 
This defendant reserves the right to amend or add to 
these Grounds of Defense at any time. 
NORTHERN NECK ELECTRIC 
COOP.ERATIVE, 
By W. W .. BEVERLEY, 
R. CARTER SCOTT, JR., 
Its Attorneys. 
And on another day, to-wit:· 
Virginia: 
Circuit Court of Richmond County on Thursday, the 18th 
day of June, in the year of our Lord, nineteen hundred and 
forty-two. 
Present: The Hon. E. Hugh Smith, Judge. 
Frank Schneider 
v. 
George H. Ross, Jr., and Northern Neck Electric Coopera-
tive, a corporation organized and existing under the laws 
of the ·Commonwealth of Virginia. 
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This day came the defendant, Northern Neck Electric Co-
operative., by couns.el., and upon its motion., 
IT IS ORDERED that on or before June 25., 1942., the 
plaintiff do file a statement of the particulars of his claim 
in the following respects! · 
page ~4} The plaintiff shall state particularly and in de-
tail the specific acts or omissions of the def end-
.ant, Northern N eek Electric Cooperative, upon which · the 
plaintiff will rely as a basis for his alleged cause of actior~ 
against the said defendant., Northern N eek EJectric Coonera-
tive. 
E·. HUGH S:M:IT-~I, Judge. 
BILL OF P ARTIOULARS FILED BY THE PL.AJNTIFP 
ON JUNE 24, 1942. 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of Richmond C~unty. 
Frank Schneider 
v. 
George H. Ross, Jr., and Northern N eek Electric Coopera-
tive, a corporation organized and existing under the laws 
of the ,Commonwealth of Virginia. 
BILL OF PARTICULARS. 
The plaintiff, Frank ;Schneider, herein sets forth his Bill 
of Particulars as follows: 
1. The plaintiff states that the Northern N eek Electric 
Cooperative was negligent in the construction and mainte-
nance of the spur electric line over and upon the property 
of George H. Ross, Jr., in that its poles, wires, appliances, 
devices and equipment did not conform to the standards of 
safety required by custom and usage and by the laws of Vir-
ginia. 
2. The plaintiff states that after the spur line was con-
structed and erected at and to a point approximately 75 
yards from the dwelling house of Georg·e H. Ross, Jr., and 
was then discontinued, by the mutual consent of the said 
Ross and the said Electric Company, the said spur line then 
remained upon the said property and premises for the con-
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venience of the said Electric Company, with no intention 
or purpose on its part of supplying electric current 
pag·e 25 ~ to the said Ross at any point on his property or 
premises at any definite or prescribed time. 
3. The. plaintiff states that after the aforesaid spur line 
was constructed and erected as aforesaid, the said Electric 
Company went upon the premises approximately two years 
prior to· the date of the injuries complained of, and removed 
the transformer, which rendered the said spur line incapable 
of being used for the purpose for which it had been con-
structed, which act constituted and was intended as an apan-
donment of the said spur line. · 
4. The plaintiff states that after the said transformer was 
removed and the said spur line was abandoned for the pur-
pose for which it had been originally constructed, it be-
came the duty of the said Electric Company to remove the 
said electric wires or render them incapable of remaining 
or becoming charged or energized with electric voltage or 
current. 
5. The plaintiff states that it was negligence on the part 
of the said Electric Company in energizing the said spur 
line or any portion thereof until such time as the said spur 
line was capable of being- used for the actual transmission 
of electric voltage or current for the rise of the said George 
H. Ross, Jr. 
GEORGE C. REEDY, 
FRANK SCHNEIDER, 
By Counsel.. 
GEORGE C~ REEDY, 
WILLIAM A. WRIGHT. 
WM. A. WRIGHT, . 1 
p. q~ 
page 26 ~ PLEA OF NOT GUILTY FILED BY DEFEND-
ANT GEORGE H. ROSS, JR, AS OF JULY 
6, 1942. 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of Richmond County. 
Frank Schneider 
v. ~ 
George H. Ross, Jr., and Northern Neck Electric ·Coopera-
tive. 
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PLEA OF NOT GUILTY. 
The said defendant; by his attorneys, comes and says that 
he is not g~lty of the premises in this ,action laid to his 
charge, in manner and form as the plaintiff hath 
page 27 } complained. · And of this the said defendant puts 
himself upon the country. 
NORRIS & WATKINS, 
P. ·D. 
And on another day, to-wit: 
At a Circuit Court of t.he County ·of Rfohmon<j on Mon-
day the 6th day of July, nineteen hundred and forty-two, and 
in the one hundred and sixty-seventh year of our Common-
wealth. 
Pr~sent: The Hon. E. Hugh Smith, J·udge. 
Frank Schneider 
v. 
Georg·e H. Ross, Jr., and· Northern Neck Electric Coopera-
tive. 
The plaintiff in the above named action, through his at-
torney Wm. A. Wright, having this day moved the Court 
for a Special Jury to try the issues in the said action and the 
defendants, by counsel, having joined in said motion, the 
Court therefore doth adjudge and order as follows (1) That 
said motion be and the same is hereby granted; and that a 
ven.ire f acias be issued directed to the 1Sheriff of Richmond 
iCounty, Virginia, commanding the following persons, to-. 
wit: Harry L. Warner, T. ~- Wright, A. B. Mallory, Wm. 
M. Walker, Bernard S. Davis, L. F. Altaff'er, J. E,. Wilson, 
.Andrew B. Packett, .Arthur B. Packett, G. B. Smith, W. G. 
Acree, L. B. Davis, Fred Northup, H. A. Morgan, Walter 
Griffith, Milton ·Sydnor, Samuel Lumpkin, F. C. Booker, J. 
E. Omahundro, G. Hobson Sydnor, Fred Mullin, 0. A. Self 
and Guy M. Balderson, to appear, in Court, at 10 A. M. on 
the 16th day of July, 1942, to constitute a panel from which 
a Special Jury shall be selected, as provided by the Statute 
in such cases made and provided, to try the said issues . 
. E. HUGH SMITH, Judge. 
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page 28 ~ GROUNDS OF DE·FENSE FILED BY DEFEND-
ANT GEORGE H. ROSS, JR., AS 
OF JULY 6, 1942. 
Virginia: 
In the_ Circuit Court of Richmond County. 
Frank Schneider 
v. 
George H. Ross, Jr., and Northern Neck Electric ,Coopera-
tive. 
GROUNDS OF DEFENSE. 
Now comes the def end ant, George H. Ross, Jr., and in 
addition to all matters that he may rely upon under the gen-
eral issue of "Not Guilty", he states the following grounds 
of defense: 
(1) This defendant is not liable for any damages under 
the plaintiff's Notice of Motion for the reason that Frank 
Schneider (the Plaintiff) was an employe of John R. Self, 
who was an independent contractor at the time the service 
was being performed by the said Schneider when the alleged 
injury was received. . . 
(2) This defendant denies that he is guilty of any negli-
gence whatsoever which was the. proximate cause of the 
plaintiff's injury in question. 
(3) This defendant asserts that the plaintiff was guilty 
of contributory negligence which efficiently contributed to 
the ca using of the injury alleged. - · 
(4) If there be any liability on anyone, it is not upon this 
defendant but upon the Northern N eek Electric 
page 29 ~ Cooperative for the reason that it was negligent 
in energizing a spur line, which was built to serve 
this defendant only and which was not in use and had never 
been in use, for the reason that this defendant had never 
subscribed to current; and the said cooperative was further 
negligent in failing to advise this defendant that said spur 
line had been energized, and because of the failure of said 
cooperative to use proper safety devices, and because of said 
cooperative having a current on said spur line of approxi-
matelv seventy-two hundred volts at the time the plaintiff 
suffered the injury alleged, when said spur line had never 
been used and was not then being used; and further because 
said cooperative maintained on defendant's premises poles, 
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wires, appliances, devices and equipment that were not ui, 
to the standards of safety required by custom and usage and 
by the laws of Virgmia; and further because of the failure 
of said cooperative to disconnect the entire spur line from 
the high tension line at the time when the transformer was. 
moved; and further because said spur line was ever .at any 
time comiected with the high tension line, when no current 
was b~ing· use~ nor had any been applied for, from said 
.spur line, which said spur line was constructed for serving 
eurrent to this defendant's premises only.; and for other rea-
sons. 
NORRIS & WATKINS, 
P. D. 
AFFIDAVIT DENYlNG AGE.NOY FILED BY THE DE-
FEND.ANT GEORGE H. ROSS, JR., AS OF 
JULY 16, 1942. 
Virginia: 
In the Circuit Court of Richmond County. 
pag·e 30 } Frank Schneider 
v. 
George H. Ross, ,Jr., and Northern Neck Electric Coopera-
tive, a corporation organized and existing under the laws 
of the Commonweal~h of Virginia. · 
AF1FIDAVIT BY DE,FENDANT, GEORGE H. ROSS, JR.1 
State of Virginia, 
County of Lancaster, to-wit: 
This day, in the county of Lancaster, George H. Ross, Jr., 
personally appeared before me, F. V. Watkins, a Commis-
sioner in Chancery for the Circuit Court of Lancaster County, 
Virginia, and made oath that he is one of the defendants in 
this action; and that the plaintiff is not entitled, as the af-
:fiant verily believes, to recover anything from this defend-
ant in this action; and that af:fiant states that at no time was 
~T ohn R. Self or Frank Schneider an agent of this affiant for 
the reason that John R. Self was an independent contractor 
and the said Frank Schneider was an employee of said inde-
J>endent contractor. 
GEORGE H. ROSS, JR. 
4Z Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 15th day of July,, 
1942. · 
F. V. WA.TKINSt 
Commissioner in Chancery for the Circuit Court 
of Lancaster County, Virginia.. 
I 
page :31 f And on another day,. to-wit: 
Circuit Court of the County·of Richmond on Thursday the 
16th day of· July, in the year of our Lord, nineteen hundred 
and forty-two. 
Present: The Hon .. E .. Hugh Smith, Judge. 
Frank .Schneider 
v. 
George H. Ross, Jr., and Northern Neck Electric Coopera-
tive. 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT. 
This day came the parties and by their attorneys and there-
upon came a panel of twenty-three qualified to serve as jurors 
selected by the Court as '' Special Jurors'' and only nineteen 
of 'the twenty-three so summoned were found free from ex-
ception and qualified to serve as jurors according to law. 
The Court ordered a second writ of venire f acias to be im-
~ediately isslled by the Clerk and returnable forthwith for 
one additional venireman and which additional one was fur-
nished by the Judge of this Court, which writ being so issued 
and the Sheriff having returned the said second w1;it of 
1.>enire f acias together with the name of one person furnished 
by the Judge of this Court in accordance with the provision 
of the Code of Virginia, who in accordance to said writ ap-
peared in Court, was examined by the Court and found free 
from exception, thus completing the panel of twenty jurors 
free from all legal cause· of exception and qualified to serve 
as jurors to try the issue. Sixteen were selected by lot from 
the panel of twenty, the plaintiff struck off two and the cle-
fe.ndants struck off two leaving the following twelve jurors 
to constitute the panel to try the issue: T. T. 
p3:ge 3-~ ~ Wi'ight, A. B. Mallory, Bernard S. Davis, L. F. 
·: Altaffer, Arthur B. Packett, G. B. Smith, W. G. 
Acree, L. B. Davis, R. S. Lumpkin, .J. E. Omohundro, G. Hob-
son Sydnor and Guy M. Balderson, who were sworn to well 
and truly try the issue joined between Frank Schneider, the 
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plaintiff, and Geo. H. Ross, Jr., and Northern N eek Electric 
Cooperative, defendants, and a true verdict give according 
to the evidence and after hearing a part of the e'Vidence 
Court adjourned until-tomorrow morning at ten o'clock. 
E. HUGH SMITH, Judge. 
And on another day, to-wit: 
Circuit Court of the County of Richmond on Friday the 
seventeenth day of July, in the year of our Lord, nineteen 
hundred . and forty-two. 
Present: The Hon. E. Hugh Srnith, Judge. 
Frank Schneider 
'V. 
George H. Ross, Jr., and Northern N eek Electric ,Coopera-
tive. 
MOTION FOR JUDGMENT. 
Again came the parties and ·by their attorneys pursuant 
to their adjournment of yesterday ·and continued the evi-
dence throughout the day, counsel for the Northern N eek 
Electric Cooperative moved the Court to strike the evidence 
insofar as it affected their side of the ease, which motion 
was overruled at this time; and the Court adjourned until 
tomorrow morning at 10 :00 o'clock. 
E. HUGH SMITH, Judge. 
page 33 ~ And on another day, to-wit: 
Circuit Court of the County of Richmond on Saturday the 
eighteenth day of July in the year of our Lord nineteen hun-
dred and forty-two. 
Present: The Hon. E. Hugh Smith, Judge. 
Frank Schneider 
'V. 
George H. Ross, Jr., and Northern N eek Electric ,Coopera-
tive. . · '. i. 
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MOTION FOR JUDGMENT .. 
.Again came the parties and hy their attorneys pursuant 
to their adjournment of yesterday and heard the remaining 
evidence, and received the instructions of the court, and heard 
the arguments by counsel; the jury retired to their room to 
consider of their verdict and after some time returned into 
court with the following verdict: ''We the jury upon the 
issue joined find for the plaintiff against the defendant, 
George H. Ross, Jr., only, but not against the Northern N eek 
Electric Cooperative, and we ascertain and fix the damages 
· of the plaintiff at $5,800.00-T~ T. Wright2 Foreman.'' Where-
upon counsel for the defendant, George H. Ross, Jr., moved 
the Court to set aside said verdict and a ward him a new 
trial upon the ground that the same was contrary to the law 
and evidence, and without evidence to support the same, and 
errors apparent of record; and the Court, after considering 
the same, doth overrule the said motion, to which action of 
the Court the defendant excepts and assigns his reasons 
therefor. Therefore it is considered and ordered by the ·Court 
that the plaintiff recover against the defendant, George H .. 
Ross, Jr., the sum of fifty-eight hundred dollars ($5,800.00), 
the damages assessed by the jury afore said, with interest 
thereon to be computed at the rate of 6% per an-
page 34 ~ num from the 18tli day of July, 1942, until paid, 
and his costs by him in this behalf expended but 
that th~ said plaintiff shall take nothing by his notice of 
motion for judgment against the defendant, the Northern 
N eek Electric Cooperative, and that the said Northern N eek 
Electric ·Cooperative recover of the said plaintiff its costs 
in this behalf expended. And counsel for the said defendant, 
George H. Ross, Jr., having signified his intention to ,present 
a petition to the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia for 
a writ of error and the said defendant by counsel having" 
moved the Court for a suspension of the execution of said 
judgment for a period of ninety days from this date to en-
able him to present his petition to the .Supreme Court of Ap-
peals of Virginia, the Court doth adjudge and. order that 
the execution of said judgment be and the same herebv is 
suspended for a period of ninety days from this date, u°'pon 
consideration that the said defendant, R.oss, or someone for 
him, shall execute within a period of twenty days a bond in 
the penalty of twenty-five hundred dollars ($2,500.00) before 
the Clerk of this Co~rt with surety to be approved by said 
Clerk, and conditioned as the law directs. But in lieu of the 
suspending bond herein provided for the def end ant, Hoss, 
may execute a bond containing all the conditions prescribed 
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in section 6351 of the Code of Virginia in the penalty of six 
thousand dollars ($6,000.00) and with surety to be approved 
by the·Cler.k of this Court; and which said bond shall be exe-
euted within twenty days of the date hereof. And should 
the said defendant, Ross, elect to execute the said last named 
bond, then and in that event the judgment aforesaid shall be 
suspended until such petition shall have been presented and 
acted on by the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, or 
until the time for presenting such petition shall have ex-
pired. 
!JI·; I l i: . 1 • 1 page 35 } Virginia: 
E. HUGH SMITH, Judge. 
In the Circuit Court of Riclunond County. 
Frank Schneider · 
v. 
George H. Ross, Jr., and Northern Neck Electric Coopera-
tive, a corporation organized and existing under the laws 
of the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
BILL OF EXCEPTION NUMBER ONE. 
Be it remembered that upon the trial of this case the plain-
tiff Frank Schneider, to maintain the issue on his part, in-
troduced before the jury the following evidenP.e. to-wit: The 
certificate of the evidence, showing the evidence introduced 
by the said plaintiff and the witnesses produced in court by 
the said plaintiff, all of whom were duly sworn before tes-
tifying, which said certificate of evidence is certified to by 
the Judge of said court is hereby made a part of this excep-
tion. 
And the defendant George H. Ross, Jr., to maintain tl1e 
issue on his part, introduced before the jury the evidence 
shown in said certificate of evidence as having been intro-
duced by him, with the names of the witnesses, all of whom 
were sworn before testifying. 
And the said defendant, Northern N eek Electric Coopera-
tive, to maintain the issue on its part, introduced before the 
jury the evidence shown in said certificate to have been in-
troduced by it, with the names of the witnesse~, 
page 36 } all of whom were sworn before testifying. 
And this being all of the testimony introduced 
before the jury, after being charg-ed bv the court and the 
case being argued, the jury retired to their room and after 
46 Supreme C'ourt of Appeals of Virginia 
consideration brought in a v.erdict in language and figures 
as follows, to-wit: "We, the jury, upon the issues joined 
find for the plaintiff against the defendant, George.H. -Ross, 
Jr., only, but not against the Northern Neck Electric Co-
operative, and ascertain and fix the damages of the plaintiff 
at $5,800.00. P.·T. Wright, Foreman." · 
·whereupon the defendant, George H. Ross, Jr., by coun-
sel, after the said verdict was rendered and recorded by the 
court, · moved the court to set asid'e the verdict of the jury 
and grant the defendant, ,George H. Ross, Jr., a new trial on 
the ground that the verdict was contrary to the law and the 
evidence and without evidence to support the same, and er-
rors apparent of record, which motion the court overruled 
and entered up the judgment against the defendant George 
H. Ross, Jr., in favor of the said Frank Schneider in the 
amount of $5,,800.00 and for certain costs, all of which is 
shown by said judgment which is a part of the record of this 
case. 
To which said action of the court in overruling the· said 
motion of the defendant, George H. Ross, Jr., upon the 
g·round that it is contrary to the law and the evidence, and 
without evidence to support the same, and errors apparent 
of record, and refusing to grant a new trial, and in awarding 
and entering up· judgment against the defendant, George H. 
Ross, Jr., as aforesaid, the defendant, by counsel, excepts and 
tenders this his Bill of Exceptions Number One, on 1Septem-
ber _ 12, 1942, and prays that the same may be filed, sealed 
and enrolled, and made a part of the record of 
page 37 ~ this case, which is accordingly done; it appearing 
to the judge of said court that W. W. Beverley~ 
R. 'Carter Scott, Jr., and Charles H. Ryland·, attorneys for 
Northern Neck Electric Cooperative, and William A. Wright 
and George C. Reedy, attorneys for Frank Schneider, had, 
in writing, reas~nable notice of the time and place at which 
said Bill of Exceptions was to be so tendered. 
Given under. the hand of the Judge of the Circuit Cour.t 
of Richmond County, Virginia, this· the 19' day of Septem-
ber, 1942·. 
E: HUGH SMITH, 
Judge of the Circuit Court of Richmond 
County, Virg·inia. 
page 38 ~ The evidence ref erred to· in the Bill of Excep-
tions # 1 and hereto attached is th.e f ollow:ing evi-
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W. C. Lee. 
dence. Given under my hand this the 19th day September, 
1942 .. 
. Virginia: 
E. HUGH ,SMITH, 
Judge of Circuit Court of Richmond Co., Virginia . 
In the Circuit Court of Richmond County. 
Frank Schneider 
v. 
George H. Ross, Jr., and Northern N eek Electric Coopera-
tive. 
CERTIFICATE OF EVIDENCE. 
The plaintiff, Frank Schneider, presented the followiug-
evidence: 
The witness 
W. C. LEE 
testified as follo}Vs : 
My name is W. C. Lee. I live in Richmond, Virginia, and 
I am thirty-two years of age and am a physician and assist-
ant professor of surg·ery at the Medical College of Virginia. 
I specialize in surg·ery. Frank Schneider, the plaintiff in 
this case, arrived at the Medical College of Virginia: Hos-
pital on the evening of October 13, 1941, in a semi-conscious 
state. There were severe burns on the back of his neck and 
on the back of both legs. They were all third degree burm;; 
and the burn on the back of the neck was so deep that the 
skull was exposed. The leg burns were not deep enough to 
expose the bones. (The witness had Frank Schneider, the 
plaintiff, to stand up and exhibit his wounds to 
page 39 r the jury, the witness pointing out as he testified 
the several wounds and their intensity which the 
plaintiff had received.) . He received one blood transfusion 
immediately upon his arrival at the hospital and at the time 
I saw him he was given the second blood transfusion. He 
received altogether elev:en blood transfusions and five or six 
skin grafting operations. He remained in the hospital from. 
October 13, 1941, ~o January 18, 1942, at which time he left 
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but returned on the 9th day of February, 1942, for skin 
grafting treatment and remained in the hospital about two 
weeks, leaving on the 26th of February, 1942. He suffered 
considerable discomfort and pain, particularly when dress-
ing the burns, and durin·g the first part of January he began 
g;etting out of bed a little. 
While he was in the hospital he had an ulcer condition of 
the stomach. Ulcer conditions appear in many cases of se-
vere burns. I don't know why ulcers appear in cases of se-
vere burns but they do. From his history he had never had 
ulcer before. After treatment this ulcer condition disap-
peared and I consider it cured but. in my personal opinion 
it might re-occur at any time within five years, as we cannot 
be definite about a permanent cure until about that time. 
Schneider's condition ,vas so painful that he had to take nar-
cotics for about two mouths. He had considerable infection 
resulting from the sloughing of the dead tissue. All of his 
sores are now healed but the scars on the back of his neck 
and on the back of each leg are permanent. There is some 
permanent limitation of the movement of his head and his 
left leg. In my opinion the maximum limitation of the move-
ment of his head is approximately twenty per cent 
page 40 ~ and the limitation of the use of his left leg· is ap-
proximately from ten to :fifteen per cent while his 
rig·ht leg is apparently normal. My bill for professional 
services rendered to the plaintiff is $250.00, no part of which 
has been paid. 
The burn on the left leg was deep enough to involve the 
muscles and the injury is permanent and the left leg will be 
permanently weak. . 
The pain and suffering which Mr . .Schneider had to un-
dergo every time these wounds had to be dressed, which was 
very often, was extremely severe and excruciating. 
The defendant 
GEORGE H. ROSS, JR.~ 
was called by the plaintiff as an adverse party and testified 
as follows: 
l\tfy name is George H. Ross, Jr. My home is "Wilna'' in 
R.ichmond .County, Virginia. I am employed by the U. S. 
Maritime Commission, and on October 13. 1941, when this 
accident occurred I was stationed at Mobile, Alabama, but 
I am now located in New Orleans, Louisiana. For the past 
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two or three years I have been at my home very little; in 
fact, I have been at work away from home for the past five 
years. The last time I was at home prior to attending the 
trial of t;his case was in September., 1941, when I was there 
.a part of two days and a night. I have owned ·Wilna Farm 
for some fifteen to eighteen years. When I was at Wilna in 
September., 1941, I met accidentally with Mr. John 
page 41} R. Self on the road. I had known Mr . .Self for 
some years and knew that he was reliable and 
honest and I also knew that Mr. Self did carpentry work. I 
told Mr. Self that I understood he had a rat-proof barn on 
his place and that I wanted him to build me a rat-proof barn 
.at Wilna. He said that his barn was rat-proof and that he 
would build me one. I 'phoned him the next morning and 
asked him to come over to my plnce and we would discuss 
it. He came over and I told him where I wanted the barn 
built and the size of it and that I wanted him to build the 
barn like his, rat-proof, and that he could employ such help 
as he saw fit and I would pay them. I told him that I had 
most of the materials at Wilna but that he could buy such 
as I did not have and send me the bill for same and I would 
pay it. We had no arrangement as to what the barn should 
cost or how much Mr. Self should receive for his compensa-
tion. I relied upon Mr. Self not to overcharge for any work 
done. Mr. Self had worked for me doing carpentry work 
previous to this time. When he sent in his bill for the work 
done on this barn he charged me for his labor per day and I 
so paid. 
We then went out in the field to locate the barn. The main 
line of the Northern N eek Electric Cooperative did not and 
does not touch my property. The line was constructed in 
1937 or 1938 by the .N ortl1ern N eek Electric Cooperative. At 
the time of the construction of the main line a line was con-
structed in a straight line running· diagonally across my field 
to my garage where it stopped. This latter line was to serve 
me. I had previously applied for membership in the Co-
, operative on one of the Cooperative 's printed 
page 42 ~ forms so that I could avail myself of the current 
when I needed same but my Delco system, which 
furnished light for my place, was at that time in good work-
ing order and I did not apply for current. I had no objection 
to the construction of this latter line to my place which was 
for my use because it would be there so that I could avail 
myself of. it when I should wish to do so in the future. At 
that time what I took to be a transformer was on the pole 
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where the latter line left the main high tension line.. I did 
not wallt this line going across my field diagonally I so I re--
quested the Cooperative people to change it and run it down 
the edge of my field until it came close to the corner of the 
field where it turned almost at right ang'les and ran to the. 
garage. The Cooperative did this . during my absence from 
my home but the ·change in the loc-ation of the line· was made 
in accordance with my request. Mr. Self and I went out in 
the field to locate the barn and I wanted to place it in a posi-
tion where it could serve both the field .through which the.· 
line ran and the adjoining field. I had not applied for cur-
rent on October 13, 1941, when this accident occurred and I 
have not yet ~pplied for it and I have never received any cur-
rent at any time from the Northern Neck Electric Coopera-
tive. Prior to the time Mr. Self and- I went out in the field 
to locate the barn upon one of my previous trips home I had 
obse.rved that the wires from the last pole of .the spur line 
to my garage had been re·moved and· that the transformer 
must have been removed because there was none on the spur 
line or at the point where the spur line left the high tension 
line. I am not an electrician and know very little abont elec-
tricity. I knew that electricity was a dangerous instrumen-
tality. When we got out. in the field to fix the lo-
. page 43 ~ cation of the barn I found, in order to locate it 
near the corner of the field and adjacent to the 
adjoining field; it would be necessary to have the barn rather 
close to the wires of the spur line. For this reason I changed 
the location a little but it was impossible for me to tell exactly 
how close the barn would come to the wires as I could not 
tell how close the top of the building would come to the wires. 
I then drove a stob at a point wliere I thought the barn would 
clear the wires. Mr. Self then asked me if there was any 
dang·er of those wires on acconnt of electric current. I had 
told him I bad never applied for cm·rent or taken any and 
it was safe to go ahead. I had no reason to think there was 
any current there. I assumed tllere was no current, there 
and told him it was all right to go ah~ad. 
(Witness was then asked if he made any investigation to 
determine whether or not there was current on those wires 
before he made this statement. to 1\fr. Self. His reply was 
that he had not.) . 
I did not know that ~,rank Schneider was working on mv 
barn until Mr. ,Self advised me by letter of the injury he had 
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received. A few minutes after Mr. Self and I had located 
the barn and had completed our arrangements for the build-
ing of it I left my home for Mobile, Alabama, and never re-
turned to Virginia until two days before this trial began, 
which was the· first time I had seen the barn. 
(The witness further testified that the line had been re-
moved from the pole nearest the garage to the garage, but 
was not rerp.oved from the pole nearest the garage to the pole 
where the transformer had been.) 
page 44 ~ (The following· letters, showing dates of same, 
were written by the witness to John R . .Self and 
the following letters were written by John R. ,Self and re-
ceived by the witness, also showing dates:) 
Letter from George H. Ross, Jr., to John R. Self, dated 
Sept. 26, 1941, the original of which is marked "Plaintiff's 
Exhibit No. 1 '' -and filed. 
Letter from George H. Ross, Jr., to John Self, dated Oc-
tober 11 (no year given but written in year 1941) a carbon 
copy of which is marked '' C'' and filed. 
Paper dated October 11, headed" Corn house for Mr. Ross" 
which Mr. Ross testified were the ''suggestions'' referred 
to in his letter to John Self of October 11, the paper is marked 
''Plaintiff's Exhibit No. 2'' and filed. 
Letter from John R. Self to George H. Ross, Jr., signed 
''John'', envelop attached which envelop i~· postmarked Oc-
tober 15, 1941, the original of which is marked "Plaintiff's 
Exhibit No. 3" is herewith filed. 
Letter from George H. Ross, .Jr., to John R. Self, dated 
November 8, 1941, the ·original 0£ which marked ''Plaintiff's 
Exhibit No. 4" is herewith :filed. 
Letter from George H. Ross, Jr., to John Self, dated Oc- · 
tober 22, 1941, the original of which marked "Plaintiff's Ex-
hibit No. 5'' is herewith filed. 
Letter from John R. Self to George H. Ross, Jr., dated 
October 9, 1941, with bill of Brooks and Company, Inc., for 
$19.75 attached, which is marked "Exhibit No. 14" and is 
herewith filed. 
Telegram from George H. Ross, Jr., to John 
page 45 } Self dated October 17 (George H. Ross, Jr., tes-
tifies it was in th~ year 1941), which is herewith 
filed marked "E.xhibit :No. 16~'. 
Letter from George H. Ross, Jr., to John Self, dated Oc-
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tober 17, 1941, together with answers to questions written in 
with lead pencil which George H. Ross, Jr., testifies were 
written in by John R . .Self and the letter mailed back to Ross 
by Self, which is marked "Exhibit No. 17" and filed. 
Letter from John R. Self to George H. Ross, Jr., dated 
October 27, 1941, the original of which, marked ''Exhibit No. 
18" is herewith filed. 
Telegram from John R. Self to George H. Ross, .Jr., dated 
October 14 (year not given but sent in 1941), which is marked 
'' Exhibit No. 15'' and filed. 
Letter from John R. Self to George H. Ross, Jr., dated 
November 19, 19-41, the original of which is marked '' Exhibit 
No. 19'' is filed. 
The witness George H. Ross, Jr., further testified to· writ-
ing and receiving the following other letters: 
Letter from George H. Ross, Jr., to Dr. V. L. Litsinger, 
dated October 17, 1941, a carbon copy of which is marked 
Exhibit "H" and :filed. · 
Letter from R. R. Denison, System Superintendent, North-
ern Neck Electric Cooperative, to George H. Ross, Jr., dated 
October 6, 1941, the original of which marked Exhibit "K'" 
is :filed. 
In my letter to l\fr. Self, dated October 11th, I 
page_ 46 ~ did make some suggestions as to how the barn 
should be built but they we-re suggestions only, as 
I had told Mr. Self the size of the barn I wanted and I wanted 
, him to build it like his barn. 
The witness 
R. R. DENISON 
was called by the plaintiff as an adverse witness, who testified 
as follows: 
My name is R. R. Denison and I am System Superintendent 
of the Northern Neck Electric Cooperative and have been 
since its organization, and live at Warsaw, Virg·inia. I was 
called over the telephone by H. E. Thompson of Downings, 
Virginia, on October 13, 1941, and told that a man was hurt. 
I can't recall that anyone was on the line except Thompson. 
I was told that the man was hurt by an electric current on 
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our wires on the place of Mr. George H. Ross, J:,:. I told 
Thompson that I did not understand how that could happen 
.as the line was not hot. I did not know definitely wh~t line 
was referred to but assumed it was on that part of the line 
that was secondary. I referred to it as a secondary line, 
thinking that it was that portion of the spur line between 
where the transformer had previously been located and the 
garag·e. I went down to Mr. Ross' place that afternoon with 
Mr. Yarbrough, our linesman. Nothing· had been· said to me 
about building the barn and when we got down there we found 
that the spur line, which consisted of two wires, ran diag-
onally over the river side of the roof, the lower wire being 
between two and three feet from the roof and the 
page 47} upper wire being approximately two to three feet 
higher, and I was told that a man by the name of 
Frank Schneider, who was working on the roof of the barn, 
had simultaneously touched both wires, thereby forming a 
short circuit, and had been burned very badly. I asked Self 
why he built the barn at that' spot. Mr. Yarbrough and I 
walked off a little ways and talked together a very short time 
and I asked Yarbrough if he could safely cut the energized 
wire and he replied that' he could, and he did, and we came 
back and made the statement that there was current on that 
line (meaning· that part of the spur line) which I bad always 
known. We first planned the spur line diagonally across 
the field to Mr. Ross' garage, but he later requested us to 
run it down the side of the field to the corner and turn almost 
at right ang·les and run to the g·arage, which request was 
made by Ross to me on the ground and which request we com-
plied with. When the spur line ran diagonally across the 
field we had the transformer on the pole where the spur line 
left the main high tension line, which pole was not on the 
Ross property. After we made the change in accordance 
with his request we placed the transformer at a point on the 
spur line approximately three hundred and fifty-eight feet 
from where the spur line terminated at the garage or Delco 
plant building and where the spur line turned at almost 
right angles to run down the side of the field to the garage 
or Delco plant building. Later having other use for the 
transformer as Mr. Ross had not applied for current, we took 
the transformer down for use elsewhere, also having use ·for 
some wires we took down the wires from the last pole from 
the garage and used the same elsewhere, which 
page 48 ~ left the wires terminating- at a point in Ross' field 
one hundred ~eet or more from his garage. We 
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also disconnected the wires at the point where the transformer 
had been, leaving the wires from that point to where it 
terminated in the field about one hundred feet from the ga-
rag·e dead and without current and leaving a current of 7,200 
volts on the wires running from where the transformer had 
been located 378 feet to the main high tension line where 
the wires were connected directly with the main high tension 
lirie. The barn was built under that portion of the wires 
which were charg·ed with a current of 7,200 volts and was 
very near the pole on which the transformer had been placed 
and later removed. Making contact with the lower of these 
wires only, that is with the wire nearest the roof, was harm-
less, but the danger consisted in contacting both of the tv.--
wires at the same time, in which event a short circuit 01· 
g·round would take place and the full force of 7,200 volts of 
electricity would pass through one's body. The transformer 
was taken down the year the line was energized, which was 
on April 16, 1938, and the spaµ of wire between the last pole 
and . the garage was mov.:ed at about the same time. Mr .. 
Ross applied on one of our written forms for membership 
in the Cooperative but our by-laws provide that an applicant 
for member:3hip is not accepted until the Board of Directors. 
adopts a resolution accepting the member. This was never 
done and no certificate was ever issued to him so that he was 
not a member of the Cooperative. Mr. Ross had given us 
permission or a verbal easement to construct our spur line 
over his property so that we mig'.ht be able to furnish him 
with current. I herewith submit the original application for 
membership made by Mr. Ross and filed .as Plain-
page 49 ~ tiff's Exhibit No. 6, which is the o.nlr. written in-
strument we have from J\fr. Ross with reference 
to building lines or-carrying currents over or on his property, 
and is in the words and figures following: to-wit: 
NORTHER,N NECK ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 
Application for Membership 
The undersigned hereby applies for membership in the 
Northern N eek Electric Cooperative (hereinafter called the 
"Corpo~ation ") and in consideration of the acceptance of 
this application agrees with the Corporation as follo~vs: 
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1. The undersigned will pay forthwith to the Corporation 
a membership fee of five dollars ( $5.00). 
2-. As soon as electric energy shall be available after the 
issuance to the undersigned of a membership certificate, the 
undersig·ned ·will purchase monthly from the Corporation not 
less than the minimum amount of electric energy which shall 
from time to time be determined by the Board of Directors 
of the Corporation and will pay therefor, and for all addi-
tional electric. energy used by the undersigned, the price 
which shall from time to time be fixed in accordance with the 
laws of Virginia. 
3. The_ undersigned will g·rant to the Corporation at its 
request the necessary rights, privileges and easements to 
construct, operate, replace, repair and perpetually maintain 
on the property owned or occupied by the undersigned, and 
such rights and privileges as the undersigned may be seized 
and possessed of. in and upon all roads, streets or highways 
abutting· said property, its line or lines for the transmission 
or distribution of electri.c energ-y, and will execute and de-
liver to the Corporation ··any conveyance, g-rant or instrument 
which the Corporation shall deem necessary or convenient 
for said purposes or any of them. All service lines supply-
ing the undersig·ned with electric energy, and all switches, 
meters and other appliances and equipment constructed or 
installed by the Corporation on said property, except so 
much thereof, if any, as shall be paid for by the undersigned, 
shall at all times. be the sole property of the Corporation, 
and the .Corporation shall have the right. of access to said 
property to repair and service, and upon the discontinuance 
of service for any reason, to remove the same. 
4. The undersigned shall have all the rights and privileges 
granted to members under the Articles· of Incorporation and 
By-laws of the Corporation or any amendments thereto and 
will comply with and be bound by such Articles of Incorpora-
tion and By-laws and all rules and regulations as· 
page 50 ~ may from time to time be adopted by the Board 
of Directors of the Corporation. 
5. The acceptance of this application by the Corporation 
shall constitute an agreement between the Corporation and 
the undersigned upon the terms hereinabove set forth. 
(signed) GEO. H. ROSS, JR. 
' Applicant. 
Witness: ( signed) EDWARD H. GLAD DIN. 
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( The $5.00 membership fee mentioned in the instrument 
~,hove was paid by Ro~s at the time same was signed.) 
On Octo her 13, 1941, after Mr. Yar hrough and I talked a.t 
the scene of the accident and I made the statement that that 
portion of the spur line was energized, although we consid-
ered it a violation of the Safety Code, Mr. Yarbrough with 
my approval climbed the pole on the high tension line just 
off the Ross property where the spur line left the high ten-
sion line and disconnected the wires at that point, with the 
result that the entire spur line was de-energized for the first 
time. That portion of the spur line between the high ten-
sion line and where the transformer had been located, which 
was a distance of 378 feet, practically all of which was on 
Ross' land, had be(?n energized with a current of 7,200 volts 
continuously since our lines were fi:rst energized on 
page 51 ~ April 16, 19-38, and up to October 13, 1941, when 
Mr. Yarbrough with my approval disconnected 
the lines as I l1ave stated. We considered that part of the 
spur line running to where the transformer had been located, 
a,s a part of our primary system, even though it ran to a 
dead end and no one used the current, ancl we considered 
that we were acting in accordance with the requirements of 
the Safety Code in energizing said spur line. Our R. E. A. 
lines are constructed as a unit, this spur being a part of said 
unit, and when our lines were eneri?'ized necessarily this 
spm· also was energized, and this is i general policy .. of the 
R. E. A. We could have put in fuses or a c_µt-out switch 
Rt the point where the spur line left our high tension line 
but this would have cost us $8.00 for each connection and 
sin('.e we have l, 100 subscribers and though in some instances 
we have several subscribers on the same spur, to put these 
switches a.t each connection would make it very expensive 
to u~ and it is never done on R. E. A. projects and the .Safety 
Code, does not require it. Moreover) these switches blow 
out and would be expensive to maintain. We also at the 
time the line was constructed could have disconnected or 
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not ~onn~cted the.spur line, or any part of it, with the high 
tens10n line or we could have done this when the trans-
former was removed or at any other time. However;, in or-
der to do this with safety to the workman after the line is 
energized, and according to the Code, we would have bad to 
<mt off that entire hig-h tension line west of Warsaw for a 
period -0f about an hour.. This is a Cooperative and we op-
€ra.te at as little expense as is possible with regard to Safety 
Codes and to service, and we have not been ahle 
page 52 } to buy the equipment that is required bv work-
. men f-0r the purposes of disconnecting high ten-
:sion wires while the current was on. Our Cooperative has 
recently purchased $5;200.00 worth of U. S. War Bonds, 
which bonds were purchased out of our operating surplus, 
.and we have a surplus of $3,300.00. The Northern N eek 
Electric Cooperative is a non-profit cooperative and secures 
icapital for purposes of construction from the Rural Electri-
ficntion Administration of the United States Government, 
which holds a first mortgage on all of our property providing 
for a. repayment of said loan over a period or a number of 
years. The entire spur line in question, including poles, 
wires and equipment, is and ahvays has been the property of 
the Northern N eek EJectric Cooperative. We have frequently 
notified 1\1:r. Ross verbally and by letter that he would either 
have to subscribe to current or we would have to remove the 
'Spur line from his property and use it elsewhere, but upou 
,each occasion Mr. Ross lias requested us not to do it as he 
expected sometime in the future to subscribe to the current, 
but he 'has never yet subscribed to the current. Mr .. Ross 
never asked me nor did I ever tell him that the spur line or 
any part of same was energized. Shortly before our lines 
were energ·ized letters were sent out to all persons we ex-
pected to use our current that the current would be available 
on and after April 16, 19·3R, and while I am not able to make 
oath to the effect tlmt such a notice was sent to Mr. Ross, 
I :.:im strongly of the belief that it was. The n~rmal pro-
cedure is to loeatf? a transformer as near as possible to the 
usm· of the current. If the transformer on this spur line 
lmd been placed where the spur line left the high tension 
line, we would have had to run three wires 378 
page 53 ~ feet instead of two wires, which would have cost 
$8.00 more. 
.. '11ie .following letters were received by us from Mr. Ross, 
which letters are dated, a~~ were written by us to Mr. Ross, 
~1_:!owin~ q.~tes; 
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Letter of August 23, 19372 from R. R. · Denison, Proiect 
$uperintendent, N orthem N eek Electr~c .. Co~perative, to 
George H. Ross, Jr., carbon copy of or1gmal marked "Ex-
hibit No. 8' ', and ·filed .. 
Letter dated Aug11st 11, 1941, from R.R. Denison, System 
Superintendent, Northern N eek Electric Cooperative, t()) 
George H .. Ross,. Jr., carbon eopy of original marked ''Ex-
hibit No .. 9", and filed .. 
Letter dated September U, 1941, from R. R. Denison, Sys.-
tem Superintendent, Northern N eek Electric Cooperative, to 
''Mr~ A .. E .. Ross", carbon copy of original marked ''Exhibit 
No. 10 ", and filed.. · 
Let.ter from George H. Ross, Jr., to R. R. Denison, dated 
September 18 (year not given, but in 1941), marked "Ex-
hibit No. 11' ', and filed. 
Post card from Geo:rg·e ;II.. Ross, Jr., to R.. R. Denison,. 
Manag·er Northern N eek Electric?. Cooperative, dated Octo..; 
her 2,' 1941, original marked ''Exhibit No. 12", and filed. 
Letter dated Odo ber 6, 19411 from R. R. Denison, Sys-
tem Superintendent, Northern Neck Electric Cooperative, to 
George H. Ross, Jr., carbon copy nmrked "Exhibit No. 13", 
and :filed. 
Th~ witness, R. R. Denison, also produced a copy of the 
By-laws of the Nqrthern Neck Electric Cooperative in pamph-
let .form, dated August 15, 1939,. which is marked "Exhibit 
No. 7 '' and filed. 
page 54 t The witness testified as follows~ 
The above c.opy of the By-laws of the Northern Neck Elec-
tric Cooperative have been cl1ang;ed in some manner of pat-
ticulars, but Section 5 of Article Y beginning on page 1V 
and ending·· on page 20, ref erring to, t11e duty of the President 
with reference to tl1e issuance of Certificates of Member-
ship in the Cooperative, and including subsec.tions A, B, and 
C have not been changed. 
The witness 
JORN R. SELF 
. testified as follows ~ 
I live near Downing"S in Richmond County, Virginia, and 
do some f~rming- and fishin~: and fllso I am a carpenter. I 
accjdentally met with George H. Ross, Jr. on the road at 
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Downings in Richmond County in September 1941 and he 
talked to me about building a barn for him. I had previously 
· worked for Mr. Ross, doing- carpentry work, on numerous 
occasions. Mr. Ross called to me and asked me if I could 
build him a rat-proof barn. I told him that I had built one 
for myself at my place and that I could build him one and 
he told me he wanted me to build the barn and hire anvone 
I wanted to help me. No definite contract was made "'that 
day with Mr. Ross. Mr. Ross called me over the phone the 
next morning and asked me to come over to Wilna and I 
went over and he stuck a stake down where he wanted the 
barn built, and I built the barn where Mr~ Ross told me to 
build it. I noticed that a barn built at that point would 
com~ very close to the light wires. I asked Mr. Ross if the 
wires were dang·crous. Mr. Ross said, "There 
page 55 ~ ain't any harm in the wires. I have never used 
the light". Mr. Ross told me the size of the barn 
to build and told me that he had most of the materials at 
Wilna and told me where I could 'find them. He told me 
that anv other things I needed I could buy at the Tappahan-
nock Supply Store at Tappahannock, Virginia, or wherever 
I could get them, and to send him the bills and he would pay 
them. He told me that he wanted a two-story barn and told 
me to build it as I built mine. We never had any definite 
agreement as to what the barn was going to c.ost or what I 
was g·oing to charge but Mr. Ross told me to employ who-
ever I wanted to help me and to send all bills in to him and 
he would pay them. I charged him the same for my services 
that I charge everyone else and charged him the same wages 
for the men's services who helped me with that job. and I 
cha.rged him by the day and he paid me by the day. Shortly 
after Mr. Ross left I started work on the barn and employed 
Frank Schneider, Jimm": Jones and Gladstone Mothershead 
to help me. The spur line consisted of two wires, one hori-
zontaliv about three feet above the other. After we set up 
the frame work of the barn I found that the wires rait 
diagonally above the roof of the barn next to the river. ThE: 
lower wire was about two feet from the roof and the upper 
wire was about three feet hi~·her. Before Frank Schneider 
started to work on the barn he asked me, in the presence of 
Jones and Mothershead, whether there was any harm in those 
wires, and I told him that Mr. Ross had told me that the 
wires were harmle8s, that he had never ordered any cur-
rent. Later on and after the roof had been partially com-
pleted and when Frank Schneider began work on the roof 
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he again asked me if I was sure that there was 
page 56 ~ no harm in those wires. I then caught hold of the 
lower wire in Frank Schneider's presence an<l 
showed Frank that there was no harm in those wires. When 
I caught hold of this lower wire I did not feel any current. 
I did not see what happened when the current struck Frank 
Schneider. All I saw was a flash and heard something fall. 
He was up on the roof working on the roof boards and on 
the Ride next to the river when it happened. We immediately 
went to him and found him unconscious and burned very 
badly on the back of his neck and on the back of his legs be-
tween the knees and his hips. As Mr. Ross had a phone in 
·wnna house and I had the keys I went there to call H. E. 
Thompson over t]1e telephone and asked him to g·et a doctor .. 
Before leaving the scene I sent one of the other boys by 
automobile to Downings to get a doctor. I called Herman 
TJ10mpson at Downings over the telephone and Thompson 
snid he had already heard the news as the boy had gotten 
tnere and he had called Doctors Booker, Pierce and Oldham . 
. Dr. Booker finally came. I asked Hertnan Thompson to get 
R. R. Denison, the manager of the Northern N eek Electric 
Cooperative, and I held the receiver to my ear and heard 
the conversation between him and Denison, as Thompson 
and 1 were on a party line. Thompson told Denison that 
a man had been hurt by the Northern '.Neck Electric Coopera-
tive wires on J\fr. Ross' place and Mr. Denison said, "I don't 
understand it. No current is on that line, no transformer is 
on that line." Finally Dr. Booker ,came and gave Schneider 
first aid treatment and sent him on to Richmond to the hos-
pital. Mr. Denison and Mr. Yarbrough, the linesman of the 
Northern N eek Electric Cooperative, came and Mr. Yarbroug·h 
went up the pole on the high tension line where 
pag·e 57 ~ the spur line leaves the high tension line and en-
ters Ross' property and disconnected the wires 
of the spur line from the high tension line. Mr. Yarbroug·h 
said, ''If anything- happens to anyone, I hope to the Lord it 
will be me." \Vhen Denison and Yarbrough came to the 
sc.ene they went off and talked and they came back and Mr. 
Denison said the wires lrnd 7,200 volts of electricity. When 
lw asked me to build the barn Mr. Ross said he w'anted me 
to build it like mine and that he was leaving for Alabama 
that afternoon. We have not had electric wires so long in 
that nefa·hborhood and I don't know much about them but- I 
do consider them dangerous. · I would look in the breach of 
a gun before I looked in the barrel. I would think wires 
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there and no use of current there would be no current on 
them: I did not know there ever had been any. transformer 
there until nfterwards. It was my understanding that none 
of the wires on tbe spur line were hot. I only charged Mr. 
RoRs my wages like I charged the wages of the others. The 
copies of letters read by Mr. Ross as having been written 
to me are true copies of the letters he wrote me and the let-
ters he read as written by me to him are my letters to him 
and these letters constitute the entire correspondence between 
Mr. Ross and me as to the building of the barn and the in-
jury suffered by Frank Schneider. The letter of Oct. 11, 
1941, from Mr. Ross to me containimr his suggestions as to 
how to build the barn was not followedby me entirely because 
I had already done most of that part of the work before I 
received the letter and Mr. Ross afterwards wrote me this 
was all rig·ht. I could not put the door in where he said he 
wanted it becnuse I had already put it i~ another place. Af-
ter Mr. Ross left he wrote the letter of· Sept. 26, 
pag·e 58 } 1941, previously introduced as Plaintiff's Exhibit 
#1. Regardless of what it cost to build the barn, 
I couldn't have lost anything and couldn't have made any 
more than my daily wag-es. 
The following· witnesses were summoned bv the defend-
ant, George H. 'Ross, ,Tr., but were put upon the stand by the 
plaintiff Schneider, the defendant R.oss not objecting. 
The witness 
CECIL L. REID 
testified as follows : 
M:v nam~ is Ceeil L. Reid. I live a.t Fredericksburg, Vir-
~inin. and I am sixty years of age a.nd am a consultant hy-
draulic electrical engineer. 
I graduated from Clemson College, South Carolina, in 
.Tune. 1902, wi tb a B. S. degree in en~:ineering and mechanics. 
In 1926 I received the degree of C. E·. in recognition of my 
wo1·k since p:raduation. 
I designed and built new and operated the dam, power 
house imd the elertric distribution system at Fredericksburg, 
Vir~inia: ::1lso deshmed and built new or rebuilt along mod-
ern line.s the distribution system in the f ollowinQ' towns :-
Empori :t. Lawrenceville~ South Hill, La O~osse, Clarksville, 
Chase City, Ha1ifax, South Boston, Brookneal, Chatham, 
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Gretna and Alta· Vista including smaller communities such 
as Drakes Branch, etc., built high tension transmission line 
connecting all of these points and constructed many miles 
of rural lines in the surrounding territory. Afte1' and be-
fore.· completion I had direct charge of operation 
page 59 } and was responsible for :financial requirements ai:; 
well as for engineering and construction. I de-
signed, built and operated the system now known as Holston 
River Power Company in Washington County, Virginia, in-
cluding the redesign and conversion of the two phase system 
at Abingdon, Virginia, and including the towns of Emory t 
Glade Springs and Damascus, together with the many miles. 
of rural electrification in the surrounding territory. I had 
charge of :finances as well as engineering and operation. 
I performed the ~ame service for Page Power Company, 
Massanutten · Power Company, and· Madison ·Power Com-
pany which operate in the towns of Luray, Shenandoah, Stan-
ley, Sperryville, 1./Vashington, Flint Hill, Madison, Bright-
wood, Stanardsville and many other small communities. 
These three systems are almost eompletely rural and have 
probably more rural customers than any other rural electri-
fication in the state, either publicly or privately owned. 
In addition to the above, I have acted as consulting en-
gineer for other towns and other private corporations and 
utilities and am also consulting: engineer for C. · & 0. Ry. on 
hydra nlics. I use the la test devices for that is good busi-
ness. I have been dovm this morning and looked at .the 
scene where Frank Schneider is alleged to have been burned. 
The high tension line of the Northern N eek Electric Coopera-
tive at that point carries 6,900 volts and it is possible by short 
circuited wires to get 12,000 volts. The spur line should not 
have been built until the easement for right of way had been 
obtained. From the standpoint of safety there should havo 
been either disconnecting switches or a fuse cut-out between 
the spur line and the main high tension line. If 
page 60 ~ the disconnecting switch a.nd fuse cut-out were 
not used, then the wires on the spur line should 
not have been connected with the wi1·es on the high tension 
line until the spur line was in use. A discom1ecting switch 
is a switch type connection on the _pole where a spur line 
leaves the high tension line, which can be closed when cur-
rent is used on the spur ·line, but by pulling· a switch o~t the 
current can be broken at that point with the re'Sult that no 
electric current will go over the spur line until needed. A 
fuse cut-out is a connection between the spur line and the 
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main high tension line by means of a fuse. With this type 
of connection trouble on the spur line when the fuse is in 
place or a short circuit 611 the spur line will blow or burn 
out the fuse at the point where it joins the high tension line, 
thereby disconnecting- the spur line and leaving· the main 
high tension line serving others intact. Also using the fuse 
cut-out system the spur line is not energized until the cur-
rent is used or needed and then by merely inserting a fuse 
at the connection point and also when a spur line bas been 
in use and current is no longer needed on the spur line the 
current can be removed from the spur line by merely pulling 
out the fuse until the spur line may need current again. 
By using either the cut-out switch or the fuse cut-out, all 
spur lines not in actual use are easily deenergized without 
interference with the use of the main high tension line by 
other users and the snur lines can be connected or discon-
nected without danger .... Either' the switch cut-out or fuse cut~ 
out could have been installed at a cost of approximately eight 
or ten dollars and all good companies use either 
page 61 ~ of the above types of connections on their spur 
lines. If the fuse cut-out or connecting switch 
were on the pole at the hig·h tension line where the spur line 
leaves it instead of at the transformer, there would be no 
extra expense. It was not a violation of the -Safety Code for 
Mr. Yarbrough to have climbed the pole, where the spur line 
left the high tension line, and disconnected the spur line 
from the high tension line while it was hot, as practically 
all the larger companies work on hot lines every day. The 
linesman should have approved equipment properly insu-
lated for such work. It is evident tha.t Mr. Yarbrough did 
not have this equipment, which he should have had, and the 
violation of the Safctv Code was in his failure to have the 
'proper equipment. The cheapest. and best method would 
have been to have placed a fuse cut-out at the junction pole. 
This condition was a flagrant violation of the customs and 
uses among better companies. Ther~ are three tY'l)es of ap-
plication installation of electric lines known as A, B and C. 
The type used by the Northern N eek Electric Cooperative 
· is C, wllich in my opinion is not heavy enoug·h for this sec-
tion because of sleet and ice, type C being the lightest type 
of construction and being largely used in the southern part 
of the country where there is little sleet and ice, if any. In 
my opinion the pole on the high tension line where the spur 
line started is too low and too small. 1 do not think the poles 
used by the Northern N eek Electric Cooperative are suffi-
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cientlv stout for the purpose intended. I have not built or 
operated any electric lines since 1934, bnt since tha.t time I 
have been a consultant electrical engineer and have kept 
well informed as to proper electric.al installations 
page 62 ~ for electric lines and hy~ro-electric stations and 
as to the usage of proper devices and appliances,. 
both from the standpoint of safety and economy. 
(When asked on cross examination whether any of the 
construction of the Northern N eek Electric Cooperative: 
which he had observed on the Ross property violated any 
provision of what is known as the Safety Code, by which 
was meant the code printed by the United States Depart-
ment of Commerce1 National Bureau of Standards, and 
called ''Safetv Rules For The Installation and Maintenance 
of Electric Supply and Connection Lines, comprising Part 
2 and the .Grounding· Rules of the 5th Edition of the National 
Electric Safety Code,'' this witness replied that he could 
not state or point out any violation of such code. This wit-
ness also stated that he was not familiar with the construc-
tion methods of the Hural Electrification Administration and 
clidn 't know their specifications.) 
The witness 
T. W. WILMER 
testified as follows : 
My name is T. W. Wilmer. I live in RicI1mond, Virginia,. 
and I ani an electrical engineer. I was g-radua ted from the 
Virginia. Military Institute with a degree of Bachelor of 
Science in Electrical Engineering. In September, 1914, I 
began work in the f ac.tory of the Westinghouse Electric & 
Manufacturing- Company at Ea.st Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, 
where I completed the gTaduate student course one year 
later, and accepted a position in the Commercia.I 
page n3 f Engineering· Department of the Westinghouse 
Electric & Manufacturing- Company at East Pitts-
burgh, remaining- there until Mav, 1917, when I entered the 
Army of the United States. After the war, in 1919, I ac-
cepted a position with the supplv department of the Western 
Rlectric Company, Richmond, Virginia, where for a time I 
held the position of Power Apparatus and Line Material. 
ffoecialist. In 1922 I was awarded the graduate degree of 
Electrical Engineer from the Virg·inia Military Institute, and 
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in 1924 was awarded a certificate as Certified Professional 
Engineer by the Virginia State Board for the Examination 
and Certification of .Architects, Professional Engineers and 
Land Surveyors. I left the Western E.Jec.tric Company in 
1924 to become a partner in the firm of Chewning & Wilmer, 
Inc., Electrical Contractors and Engineers of Richmond, 
Virginia, and have been engaged in this business ever since. 
My firm has been engaged in all kinds of elec.trical construc-
tion and engineering·. While the larger pereentage of our 
work has been interior wiring· system~ we have also success-
fully completed many line extensions and some complete 
distribution systems. I have inspected the wires of the 
Northern N eek Electric Cooperative on and near the prop-
erty owned by Mr. George H. Ro~s, Jr. twice recently, the 
last time this morning. The construction of the spur line 
on the Ross proJ)erty is proper except for the means of dis-
connection of the spur at the main line. Private. utility com-
panies will never energize a line untir current is to be actu-
ally consumed. The sp1u line should have had at the pole 
where the sput line left the main high tension line either a 
cut-out switch or what is called a fuse cut.out 
page 64} as tl1e bette_r utility companies use either of these 
types of disconnection on their branch or spur 
line~. The cut-out switch on the junction pole is a type of 
switch which can be shut or closed so tha.t current will go 
over the spur line or can be pulled open without danger to 
the linesman so as to break the current and leave the spur 
line deenergized. The fuse cut-out type of construction 
means that a type of fuse is located at the junction pole and 
when the spur line is being used the proper fuse is inserted 
so as to complete the current from the high tension line to 
the spur line and when the spur line is not in use a linesman 
can simply slip the fuse out of its sockets and the spur line 
will then be deenergized. From an economical standpoint 
a.11 branch or spur lines should have one type or the other 
of the above cut-outs because it is expensive to energize 
lines not producing any 1·evenue. It is a well known fact 
that there is always a seepage or loss of current to some ex-
tent on all electric lines and the greater the length of the 
energized part of the system the gTeater the loss. Of course, 
the spur line could have been constructed and not connected 
with the main high tension line at the junction pole until 
needed, and if then with the proper equipment and tools could 
have been connected with the main line without danger when 
current was needed on the spur line. After the line was con-
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s.trucfed and connected '\\iith the high tension. line it would 
have .been necessary to have the proper equipment to discon-
nect the spur line from the high tension line or else the cur-
rent on that part of the main. high tension line would have 
. to be disconnected at the sub-station long enough 
page 65 ~ for a linesman to climb tl1e pole and discounect 
' the line and then get wo.rd back to the sub-station. 
to throw the switch on the high tension line, and hy doing 
this there would be a loss of revenue to the company for n.o, 
one could use the main high tension line while such a type 
of disconnection was taking place.. My main worlt has been 
in connection with installation of electrical equipment and 
spur or. br~nch lines being privately built to be joined up with 
and connected with high tension lines passing the properly 
on which I was worTring .. 
(In reply to the question, ''Why do you consider these 
protective devices tI1at you have mentioned ~o essential Y' .. 
this witness stated, ''Well, for two reasons.. In the first 
place, from an operating standpoint, I would say that a spur 
line should be possible of diseonnection quiekiy, and the other 
reason is that by having them yon can often eliminate the 
inconvenience to another circuit, confine it to a particular 
spur line. In other words, it does away with tbe interrup-
tion of service to all of the subs<!'.ribers on the power com-
pany "s system. ''') 
I am not familiar with the consfrnction of systems built 
by· the R. E. A. where the spur lines are an integral part of 
the primary system and are antomatically energized when 
the system is energized. I have had no experience whatso-
ever with R. E. A. construction or maintenance and I don't 
know anything abont it and all of my experience has been on 
private lines connect~ng with other companies. 
page 66 ~ The witness 
H.E.THOMPSON 
testified as follows : 
· :My name is H. E. Thompson. I am fifty-six year~ old. 
I operate a general merchandise store at Downings in Rich-
mond County, Virginia, and I reside at Downings. 
I have a phone in my place of business and since it is an 
entirely rural community my phone is one on a party line. 
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There are a number of phones on this line including a phone 
at Wilna, which is the home of Mr. George H. Ross, Jr. On 
October 13, 19·41, the day F.rank Schneider was hurt, I was 
in my place of business. Someone came to my place of 
business .and told me that Frank Sehneider had been badly 
hurt on the Ross property and asked me to try to .get a doc-
tor there: at once. I tried to g·et Dr. Booker, Dr. 0. T. Pierce 
and Dr. M. 0. Oldham and left word.at all three places for 
the doctors to come at once. I was not at the scene of the 
accident when the doctors ·came and do not know who g·ot 
there first or what they did. A short time after I had called 
the doctors I answered my phone ring and Mr. John R. Self 
was on the line c.alling from Wilna., the home of Mr. Ross. 
1\fr. Self asked me to call the Northern Neck Electric Co-
operative at ,varsaw and tell them a.bout the ac.cident and 
ask them to send someone down there at once. and that he, 
Self, would remain on the line to see what they,. said. I am 
much more used to talking over the phone than Mr. Self. I 
called the Northern N eek Electric Cooperative. office and got 
Mr. R. R .. Denison, the general superintendent or· 
page 67 ~ manager of the Cooperative, on the phone and told 
Mr. Denison that Frank Schneider had been badly 
hurt by coming in contact with the wires on the Ross prop-
erty. Mr. Denison replied that he did not understand it and 
said, '' There is no current on the line. There is no trans-
former down there." I told Mr. Denison that the man was 
badlv hurt and that he had better send someone down there 
quick. Not very long after that Mr. Denison and another 
party passed my place of business going down to the scene 
of the accident. 
Sometime prior to the accident when Mr. Ross was· in 
Richmond County he talked to me something about building 
a barn. This was probably in September, 1941, which I un-
derstand is the time Mr. Ross was at his home the last time 
prior to the accident. During our conversation Mr. Ross 
told me that he did not have any current at his place and 
that he was not readv for it. Mr. 1Schneider was taken to 
the hospital the same 
0
day he was hurt and a few hours after 
he received his injuries. 
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The witness 
JIMMIE JONES 
testified as follows : 
My. name is tfimmie ,Jones. I am forty-two years of age 
and reside. in R.ichmoncl County, Virginia. At times I work 
as a carpenter. 
:Mr. John R. Self employed me to help him build a barn on 
the property of Mr. George H. Ross, Jr. and I agreed to help 
him build this barn. I never talked to Mr. Ross 
page 68 r at all. We started to work sometime shortly be-
fore October 13, 1941, and on the 13th of October 
the barn framin9.· and roof rafters had been erected and we 
were among othei· things laying the sheathing or roof boards 
on the roof of the barn. Where the barn was built there 
were two wires over the roof on the river side and these 
wires were the wires of the spur line over the property of 
Mr. Ross. The two wires were from two to three feet apart 
with the lower wire about two or three feet above the roof 
and the upper wire about two or three feet above that. I 
did not see Frank Schneider· touch the wires because from 
where I was working I could not at that time see him. I did 
see a flash of lig·ht and immediately Mr. Schneider fell to 
the ground from the roof of the barn. Immediately after 
this we went to Schneider and Mr. Self said for someone 
get a doctor quick. After a while medical attention was got-
ten and Schneider was rushed to Richmond to the hospital. 
Before we started building the barn Mr. John R. ,Self was 
asked about wires and be, Mr. Self, said, "I have learned 
that there is no current in them." I did not see Mr. ·self or 
anyone else touch the wires and even though Mr. Self had 
said that he learned there was no current in the wires, I 
would have been afraid to touch them. 
page 69 ~ The witness 
GLADSTONE M:OTHERSHEAD 
testified as follows : 
Mv name is Gladstone Mothershead. I am 24 vears ·old 
and 
0
live in Richmond County, Virginia, and at times help 
as a carpenter. 
:Mr. John R.. Self employed me to help him build a barn 
on the property of Mr. George H. Ross. I never talked to 
:Mr. Ross at all as Mr. Self was the man employing me. I 
agreed to help Mr. SPlf with the barn and did help him build 
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the barn. The frame work of the barn and other work had 
been completed and we were laying the boards across the 
roof rafters on the day that Frank Schneider was hurt. I 
was working on the roof on the slope side away from the 
river at the time of the accident and could not and did not 
see Schneider touch the wires. Before starting· to build the 
barn I asked Mr. Self a.bout the wires and Mr. Self told me, 
''Mr. Ross said absolutely no current on the wires,.'. I would 
ha.ve been afraid of the wires just the same. When Mr. 
Schneider was hurt I saw a flash of light and Mr.. Schneider 
fell to the gTound badly burned about the hack of his neck 
and the back of his thighs. He was carried to the hospital 
in Richmond at the suggestion of the doctor. 
page 70 } The .witness 
FRANK SCHNEIDER 
testified as follows : 
Mv name is Frank Schneider. I am 25 vea.rs old. I live 
in Richmond County, Virg·inia, and I work 'as a fa.rmer, :fish-
erman and do some carpentry work. 
l\!Ir. J olm R. Self employed me to help him build a barn 
on the property of Mr. George H. Ross, Jr. but I never talked 
with Mr. Ro.ss at all. I agreed to help Mr. Self and with 
him and others went to work on the building of the barn. 
Before I began work on the barn I asked Mr. John R. Self 
if there was any clanger in those wires and he told me that 
Mr. Ross had told him that there wasn't any danger, that 
there was no current on them. After the first two stories of 
the barn had been built and the roof rafters were up the 
slope of the roof on the river side came within about three 
and one-half feet of the low~r wire and about five feet from 
the top wire, and which wires ran diag·onally above the roof. 
I am five feet nine inches tall. I asked Mr. Self again about 
the wires and if there was any dan~e·r in the wires because 
we would have to lav the hoards for the roof under these 
wires. Mr. Self said' there was no ~anger in the wires and 
he took the bottom wire in bis hands and shook it to show 
me tha.t there was no clanger. On October 13, 1941, I had 
been standinQ." on the side scaffolding and had nailed the roof 
boards across the roof rafters as fa1~ up as I could reach from 
the scaffolding. My shoe soles were slippery, so I nailed a 
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· · , ' strip to the roof boards under the two wires io 
}Jage 71 r keep myself from slipping off the roof when I 
: · started to nail the other boards up the slope of 
the roof.- "\¥hen I nailed this strip on I g·ot up on the roof 
and stood up o~ the strip to test it to see if it would hold me-. 
I paid no attention to the two wires a.t all as Mr. Self had 
put his --hands on the lower wire. When I stood up directly 
beneath the wires I have no recollection of touching either 
wire as I was paying no attention to them. I must have 
touched both wires but I know nothing· of what happened 
as when I came to I was in the hospital in Richmond, Vir-
ginia. The· last thing I remember was starting to stand llp 
to test the strip that I had nailed on the roof. 
· I remained in the hospital in Richmond until about Janu-
ary 18, 1942. When I came to in the hospital my· burns were 
bandaged and I was forced to lie in one position for two 
months as I could not turn over. I had a number of blood 
transfusions and skin grafting· operations. I have already 
shown my burns and scars when Dr. W. C. Lee testified. 
During· the time when I was in the hospital I suffered right 
much from the burns and particularly when they had to be 
dressed and the dead part scr.aped away. While in the hos-
pital I developed a stomach ulcer and to<;>k the treatment for 
that. I had never had anY stomach ulcer trouble before and 
as far as I know it has been cured for my stomach does not 
botµer me now. I have been told that it mig·ht come back 
but it has not yet and does not bother me now. During the 
. last several weeks when I was in the hospital I did not suf-
fer· as much as at first, as I was getting better and I got so 
that I could move around some. I left the hospital about 
January 18, 1942, and went home and then about the 9th day 
of lf'el,rua.ry I went back to the hospital for more skin graft-
ing·. I stayed in the hospital about two weeks 
page 72 ~ and left on the 26th of February, 1942. I have 
· not had a doctor since leaving the hospital in 
Ii,ebru·ary, 1942. 
I am married and have a wife and one small child. I do 
not have the full use of my neck for bending or turning my 
l1ead as my neck is stiff. I would say that I can bend my 
neck and move mv head from side to side a bout three-fourths 
as much as I could before mv accident. My right leg has v. 
bad scar but seems to be about normal a.s far as using it is 
~oncerned. My left leg- gives me some trouble and I cannot 
use it like I could before I was hurt, although it does not 
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hurt me as bad as it did at first. I don't think I will ever 
have the full use of my left leg. Since coming home in Feb-
ruary, 1942, I have tried to do a little farming but find that 
up to now I can plough or cultivate for maybe an hour and 
then I have to· stop and rest a, short while and start back to 
work again. Up to· now I have only been able to work about 
four or five hours a day in the field. I then have to go to 
the house and lie down and rest. I have not tried any other 
work. · 
I knew elee.tric wires were dangerous but after seeing Mr. 
Self put his hands on the lower wire and being told by him 
that there was no current in the wires I paid no more atten-
tion to the wires. 
The expense that I incurred as a result of my accident 
was as follows : 
page 73 } Hospital bill at Medical College of Vir-
ginia, Hospital Division, from Octo-
ber 13, 1941, to January 18, 1942 
Hospital bill from February 9, 1942, to February 
26, 1942, 
Dr. Herbert Carl Lee 
Dr. R. E. Booker 
Dr. C. L. Booker 







In addition to the a.hove I had the expense of going to 
and from Richmond of $80.00. 
Of the above bills I have paid Dr. R. E. Booker $5.00, Dr. 
C. L. Booker $6.00, and $66.00 to the hospital on the bill 
from October 13, 1941, to January 18, 1942, and $69.10 cover-
ing bill from February 9th to February 26th, 1942. 
I relied upon the statement of Mr. Self to me that the 
wires were not charged and paid no more attention to them 
than if they were not there, although I knew that electric 
wires are dangerous. I considered the wires as harmless 
and acted acc.ordingly. 
I herewith offer the following exhibits: 
Letter from W. L. Beale, Assistant Director Medical Col-
lege of Virginia, to William A. Wright, dated May 7, 1942, 
with two bills attached, original marked "Exhibit No. 20" 
and filed. . 
Bill of Herbert Carl Lee, M. D., against Frank Schneider, 
original marked "Exhibit No. 23" and filed. 
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Bill of Doctorg Ashworth and Pinckney against Frank 
Schneider, original marked "Exhibit No. 22" and filed. 
Two receipts for $5.00 and $6.00, respectively, 
page 7 4 ~ from Dr. R. E. Booker to F. 1\1:. Schneider and 
from Dr. C. L. Booker to Frank Schneider, origi-
nnls marked '' Exhibit No. 21'' and filed. 
The defendant, George H. Ross, Jr., having summoned 
the witnesses Cecil L. Reid, T. W. ·wilmer, H. E. Thompson, 
,Timmy ·Jones and Gladstone Mothershead, as his witnesses, 
but they having· been called to the stand by the plaintiff 
without objection on the part of the defendant Ross, the de-
fendant George H. Ross, ,Jr. offered in addition to their tes-
timony the following evidence: 
The witness 
CAREY MOTHERSHEAD 
testified as follows : 
M v name is Carey Mothershead and I am a. farmer living 
in Richmond County, Virginia. When the Northern Neck 
Electric Cooperative first com:;tructed its lines it ran a spur 
line from the high tension line, which was off the property 
of Mr. Ross, diagonally across Mr. Ross' field in a straig·ht 
line to the garage building on Mr. Ross' property. At that 
time there was a transformer on the pole supporting the 
high tension wires. I know that this line ran diagonally 
across the field in a straight line to the garage because at 
that time I wa.s cultivating· the field between the present 
barn and'the river shore and a pole was set.out in the middle 
of my wheat field. This spur line as originally 
page 75 ~ constructed was c.hanged and run like it is at 
present. 
The witness 
GEORGE I-I. ROSS, JR. 
testified in his own behalf· as follows : 
For the pa~t five years I have heen working for the Gov-
ernment, first with the Federal Farm Administration, and 
for the nast two vears with the U. S. Maritime Commission. 
vVbile (was working with the Federal Farm Administration 
I would get home five or six times a year but would only 
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stay a clay or two and this was generally on week-ends, but 
~fter I began to work for the Maritime Commission I did 
not get home over about twice each year and then onlv for a 
few hours. I was at my home in September, 1941, and left 
there a few minutes after I had arranged with John R. Self 
to build a barn. I wa.s not in Virginia while the barn was 
·being built or when the. accident occurred but was at my 
office with the Maritime Commission at Mobile, Alabama. I 
never saw the barn until two days before this case started 
when I returned to Virginia to be present at the trial of this 
case. In my letter to John R. Self, dated October 11 {there. 
being no year put on the letter but the year being 1941) al-
readv in evidence I sent him what I said in the letter to be ''a 
few suggestions'' about the way the barn should be built. They 
were suggestions only and I told l1im to build the barn like 
the rat-proof barn be ]1ad built for himself, being of the size 
I had stated to him I wanted it to be, and where I 
page 76 } told him to build it. There was no arrangement 
between :M:r. Self and mvself as to who he should 
have to help him build the barn, he to select _his own help 
and I to pay them, or at what exact time the work should 
be done or wl1en the barn should be completed or what he was 
to be paid. These matters were left entirely up to Mr. ,Self 
as I relied implieitlv on him and he sent me the bills and I 
T>aid them. The spur line was run where I told them to run 
it aR I expected to use it at some time in the future when 
mv Delro ~vstem would wear out. but I did not know that 
ct~rrent hal ever been turned on that spur line on my prop-
erty and never received any notice that it had, so far as my 
recollect.ion goes. I had been informed that the transformer 
had heen removed from the spur line and I also had ob-
~erved that a part of the wires had been taken up for more 
than one hundred feet from the garage or Delco plant build-
ing And I' tlleref ore assumed tha.t there was no current on 
the line. I could have gone to the telephone at my house at 
Wilna and ca.lled up the Northern N eek Electric Cooperative 
to ascertain if cur-rent was on that spur, but not thinking it 
necessarv I did not do it. 
,vnen "the company was beinp: organized I made an appli-
cation for membership and naid $5.00 for same and the 
paper filed by Mr. Denison in his eviqence is my original 
application. However, I was never notified that I had been 
Accepted as a member and never requested that the current 
be turned on my place and have never used any current to 
this elate. 
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I have examined the letters from myself to the Northern 
Neck Electric Cooperative and from Mr. Denison,. the man-
ager of. the Cooperative, to me as testified to hy 
page 77 ~ Mr. R. R. Denison and these letters are correct .. 
I was .asked to make a written statement with ref-
erence to what I knew about this matter by a company in 
Mobile, Alabama, and. I went into their office and hurriedly 
dictated a statement, which I signe.d. This original state-
ment is.filed with the evidence in this case as "Exhibit No .. 
' 24' ', and is substantially what I have testified to.. My origi-
nal application for membership with the N orthe1n N eek 
Electric Cooperative is filed as "Exhibit No. 6" .. 
(The witness Ross denied the statement by R. R. Denison,, 
to-wit: '' In addition to the correspondence between Ross 
and myself Mr. Ross came into my office on several occa-
sions. on whirh occasions he requested that the line serving 
him be not taken down as he contemplated using the service 
sometime in the future.'' He stated that I1e did try to talk 
to Denison in his office, but he was not in .. ) · 
The defendant, the Northern N eek EI~ctric Cooperative, 
introduced the following testimony: 
The witness 
R. R. DENISON 
testified as follows~ 
I have been general manag·er of the Northern N eek Elec-
tric Cooperative for the past five years. The first time the 
lines of the N orthPrn N eek Electric Cooperative were ener-
gized was on April 16, 1938. I have no recollection of the-
spur lines at Mr. Ross' place ever actually running diago-
nally across his field, thoug;h we had plainly marked 
page .78 ~ it to go that way. Just how far we had gone in 
the construction before Mr. Ross asked that its 
location be changed I cannot say, but· when the lines were 
energ·ized the spur line ran as it now runs. We began the 
construction of the N orfllern N eek Electric Cooperative lines 
in the. early ·winter of 1937. It is considered g·ood practice 
to v.Iace the transformer on a spur line at the nearest prac-
ticable point to the ultimate user of the current and I con-
sider it g·oocl. practice to have put the transformer on the 
pole near the corner of the field where it was located. I can-
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not recall definitelv when the transformer was removed or 
when the wires next to the garage were taken away, but it 
was around two years prior to the injury suffered by Mr. 
Schneider. I am not an electrical eng·ineer by profession 
and did not receive a collegiate education in electrical en-
gineering. I was born and grew to manhood in Illinois and 
lived there for a number of years. I taught school. I have 
however myself studied electricity and had about two years. 
experience working in electricity before I became project 
superintendent of this Cooperative. 
When section (a) which includes the primary spur line 
running across the Ross property was completed it was in-
spected by officials of the R. E. A. and the construction was 
approved by them. I at no time had any notice, or even idea 
that a barn was being constructed on the Ross property un-
der this primary spur. line. It was improper to construct 
a barn under this primary spur as there was not the re-
quired clearance provided by the Safety Code or required1 by. 
proper construction of eledric lines. I knew that the pri-
mary spur line was energized and I at no time stated to 
anyone that it was not energized and at no time 
page 79 ~ did anyone ask me if it. were. It never occurred 
to me that anyone would be so foolish as to con-
struct a barn under this primary spur line and as close as 
this roof was to those lines. The primary spur line con-
structed for the purpose of supplying· Ross was not con-
structed as a separate unit, but was constructed at the time 
of the construction of the main system and was constructed 
as a.n integral part of the main distribution system, wa;:; 
permanently connected thereto· and when the main system 
was energized the line servi!lg· Mr. Ross was energized. 
(Whereupon the witness was asked by Mr. Norris, counsel 
for George H. Ross, Jr., if tha.t. construction was made un-
der written contract, to which the witness replied that it 
was, and Mr. Norris then asked the witness to produce the 
written contracts and tl1e witness stated that he could not 
do so, that they were in the main office of the R. E. A. at 
St. Loui~.) , 
In addition to the correspondence between Ross and mvself 
Mr. Ross came into my office on several occasions, on which 
occasions he requested that the line serving him be not taken 
down as he contemplated using the service sometime in the 
future. 
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The witness 
L.P.BEVEREDGE 
testified as follows : 
I am the engineer for the Northern N eek Electric Coopera-
tive. I have surveyed and made blueprints of the spur line 
of the Northern N eek Electric Cooperative on the property 
of George H. Ross, Jr. as well as blueprint drawings of the 
barn in question and the wires are shown on the 
page 80 ~ blueprints showing their relation to the barn. I 
present a plat or blueprint showing the spur line 
where it leaves the main primary high tension system and 
runs over the land of Mr. Ross and over the river side of 
the roof of the barn and joins the pole in the corner of the 
field. which is itself a corner pole, and the pole on which the 
transformer was located. (This blueprint is marked "Ex-
hibit D''). This blueprint shows the span of two wires from 
the main high tension line to the corner pole on which the 
trans£ ormer was located to be on the scale of eight feet to 
the inch and the distances are shown on the blueprint as 
well as the height of the poles, the heig·ht of the center of 
the span of wires, the height of the barn and the height of 
the wires from the gTound as they pass over the barn and 
the height of the wires where they join with the corner pole,. 
on which the transformer was formerlv located. The meas-
urements are shown in feet and fractions thereof. I here-
with file this plat, which is marked ''Exhibit D''. 
I herewith exhibit blueprint showing· a drawing of the 
east end of the barn, the west end of the barn and a drawing 
showin!?; the roof of the barn from above. (This blueprint 
is marked "Exhibit B''). This blueprint is of the scale of 
three-eig·hths of an inch to one foot and is dated June 30, 
1.942, and drawn by me. This blueprint shows the relation-
ship of the wires to the ba.rn, both at the east end and at 
the west end of the barn, and also showing the height above 
the roof of the barn that the wires run, both at the east 
end and the west end, which distances are shown in feet imd 
fractions thereof. The drawing- of the roof of the barn as-
it would be seen from a.hove shows the angle at 
page 81 ~ which the wires cross over the roof and the dis-
tance from the edge of the roof that the wiref:i 
cross, a.11 of which distances ai·e shown in feet and fractions 
thereof~ ( This blueprint is marked '' Exhibit B '' and here-
with filed.) 
I herewith submit blueprint which I made under date of 
June 30, 1942, showing a scale of one inch to forty feet, all of 
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which is shown on the face of the blueprint. (Bluep1·int is 
marked '' Exhibit A".) This blueprint represents an . .a~rial 
view of the entire set-up in relation to the No:r:_thern .·Neck 
Electric Cooperative's spur line o:v.er the Ross prope:r:ty., the· 
barn on the Ross property, the garage building labelled 
'' Delco Plaut'' and the main dwelling house of Mr. Ross,. to-
gether with the main avenue leading from the house and lane 
running down beside the barn. This blueprint show~ a pQjnt 
marked ''A'' by pencil representing the corner pole of the 
main primary high tension line, which pole is off the property 
of Mr. Ross. The blueprint then shows from this point that. 
the spur line running over the Ross property carrying 6,900 
V.olts. runs a distance of 378 feet across the land of George 
H. Ross, Jr., and across the roof of the barn to a pole marked 
'' B '' in pencil, which pole marked B is the pole on which 
the tr~nsformer was located. From this pole, point B, the 
blueprint shows that the spur line turns almost at right angles 
and runs a distance of 246 feet to a pole marked ''·C '' in 
pencil on the blueprint, and w;Iiich pole marked C stands in 
the field of George H. Ross, Jr~ From the pole marked B 
to the pole marked C on the blueprint this line is shown on the 
blueprint as '' Dead Line''. From the pole marked C to the 
. . garage or Delco plant building is a distance of 
page 82 } 112 feet arid is shown by a broken line for the rea-
. son that the wiring from the building to this pole 
marked O had been removed before the blueprint was pre-
pa red. This plat is marked "Exhibit A" and filed. 
I also wish to show a photograph taken from the river 
side of the barn, which shows the corner pole in the field 011 
which the transformer was located and the wires running to 
and from this pole. The pole on which the transformer is 
located is indicated in writing as "Transformer Pole", artd 
the photograph shows 011 its face in writing that it was tak(m 
facing the barn with the photographer's back to the river 
shore. This photograph is marked '' E-xhibit E '' and filed. 
The witness 
S.A.Y.ARBROUGH 
testified as follows : 
I live at Warsaw, Virginia, and I am linesman for the 
Northern Neck Electric Cooperative. Somewhere from 
eighteen months to two years prior to the date of the injury 
suffered by Frank Schneider we had occasion to use an extra 
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transformer. As we knew that :Mr. Ross was not taking cur-
rent, we took the trans£ ormer down, which was on the spur 
line on his property, and placed it at another place where it 
was needed. At that time we disconnected the wires. at 'the 
pole to which the transformer was attached and made the 
line dead from that point on to where it terminated in Mr. 
Ross' field. The balance of the spur line leading 
page 83 ~ from the pole to which the transformer had been 
attached to the high tension line carried the same 
voltage of ·current that the high tension. line carried. We 
also took up the wires from the garage to the first pole in 
the field marked C on blueprint shown by Mr. Beveredge as. 
we had need for them elsewhere. This was done a year or 
more before the accident and was done in order that we mig·ht 
use the wire. I nev:er notifi,ed Mr. George H. Ross, Jr., of 
the removal of the transformer or the wires or anything 
else. 
On the day that Frank Schneider was injured after Mr. 
Denison had heard of the injury he got in touch with me 
and asked me to go with him down to Ross' property~ We 
went and arrived on the afternoon of the day Frank Schneider 
was injured. We were informed of the kind of injury Frank 
Schneider had suffered by Mr. Self and then Mr. Denison 
and I left them a short distance and we talked privately. 
Mr. Denison asked me if I was willing to take the risk of 
climbing the pole where the spur line left the high tension 
line and disconnecting from the high tension wires the wires 
of the spur line. I told him I w.as willing to take the risk, 
although I did not have all of the most modern equipment 
for this purpose, but did think that the equipment which I 
had was sufficient to protect me. I then said after cutting 
the wires that if anybody was to be hu·rt, I hoped it would 
be me. I did this for purposes of safety in order that there 
might not be another such accide11t. 
page 84 ~ The witness 
KINSLEY l\fc.WHORTER 
testified as follows : 
I am a graduate of the Virginia Military Institute, class 
of 1911, and had other electrical engineering education and 
experience. I was at one time employed by the Virginia 
Electric Power Company and while with the Virginia Elec-
tric Power Company I was in charge of the Public Relations 
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Department. Four years and ten months ag·o I was employed 
by the Rural Electrification Administration and from that 
time until now I have worked in the capacity as an expert 
electrician charged with the supervision of construction and 
maintenance of rural electric lines of the various coopera-
tives in this section of the country. 
. I have inspected the line passing· by the Ross prop.erty and 
the spur line leading over and into the Ross property. To 
the best of my knowledge and belief the construction of this 
main line and spur lin.e did not violate any safety rule of 
the Code and was proper construction and maintenance. I 
would say that the line completely complied with all of the 
requirements of the Rural Electrification Administration. 
The disconnects ref erred to by other expert witnesses are 
practically never used in cases of this kind for they are not 
needed. However, when I was working for the Virginia 
Electric Power ,Company that company did require discon-
nects wl1ere private lines had been erected to connect up with 
the main Virginia Electric Power Company. and these dicl-
connects or cut-outs had to be placed on the pole of the high 
tension line where the s1)11r lines join and connect with the 
high tension lines. I would say that this was re-
page ~5 ~ quired by the V~rginia Electric Power Company 
because in practically all of such cases the spur 
lines were constructed at the extra expense of the owner of 
the property, which was to be served with current. The rules 
and regulations of the Rural Electrification Administration 
do not require this because the rural electric lines, together 
with the spur lines joining same, are in almost all cases con-
structed by the Rural Electric Cooperative at the expense of 
the Cooperative unless the distance of the spur line is pro-
hibitive and such was not the case on the Ross property. In 
constructing these lines it is always advisable to locate the 
transformer for that particular spur line as near the point 
of ultimate use as practicable because better service can be 
rendered that way and also for economy purposes. The lines 
of the various cooperatives are sectionalized and disconnects 
are sometimes used at µoints nenr the source of power. 
These disconnects are used for economy and operative pur-
poses and are not comddered from a safety standpoint. All 
electric utility companies as well as the Rural Electrification 
Administration Cooperatives l1ave gotten together anil es-
tablished a ,set of reg11lations known as the ".Safety Rules 
for the Installation and Maintenance of Electric Supply and 
Communication Lines". This set of rules and regulations 
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are put up in book form and I herewith submit a copy of 
same. (Book filed and marked "~xhibit P".) These regu-
lations are not law, but are merely working rules gotten .to-
gether to standardize the construction and operation of elec-
tric power and transmission lines. . 
In constructing elctric utility lines there are 
page 86 ~ three types of construction known as A, B and C. 
The A construction is a heavy type construction, 
the B construction is a medium: type construction and the C 
construction is a light type construction. The C type con-
struction is used all over the United States by Rural Elec-
trification Cooperatives. In reply to your question, :Mr. 
Norris, there is a map on page 98 of the Safety .Code Rules 
filed, which· shows three zones designated Heavy, Medium 
and Light. The zone marked ''Heavy'' covers those sec-
tions of the country, including- the northern part of Virginia 
in the mountainous section of Virginia. The section marked 
''Medium'' -runs right across the United States and inoludes 
the eastern and southeastern part of Virginia, while the sec-
tion marked ''Light'' takes in the southern tip of South Caro-
lina and the southern portions of Georgia, Alabama and 
- other states. The section of Virgi.nia which is served by the 
Northern Neck Electric Cooperative is on the border edg·e 
between Heavy and Medium, but in spite of this map the 
Rural Electric Cooperatives use C type construction all over 
the United States, the C type of construction being the lig·ht 
type of construction, and I consider the C type construction 
sufficient in this case. 
:M:y attention has been called to .Section 213.B on page 32 
of the Code, which reads as follows: 
''WHEN OUT OF SERVICE-Continued. 
2. Lines Temporarily out of .Service. Lines temporarily 
out of service shall be maintained in such condition that' a 
hazard will not be created. 
3. Lines Permanently Abandoned. Lines permanently 
abandoned shall be removed or maintained in a safe condi-
tion.'' 
page 87 ~ It is the general practice to remove trarisformer·s 
not in use and install them at locations whei·e con:... 
· sumers are ready for electric service and in this i:µstance nor-
mal procedure was followed with the removal· of the trans-
former and allowing the lines to remain· in place and en-
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ergized. Since I have been present at the trial I have gone 
.around and seen various types of high tension electric wires 
constructed for the Virginia Electric Power Company and 
the Virg'inia East Coast Utilities and I have from this short 
examination seen several instances where spur lines were 
run, energized and with no consumer taking service, without 
.a disconnect. I will be very glad to show Mr. Reid these in-
stances if he so desires .. 
The witness 
E. W. MULLIKIN 
testified as follows: 
My name is ;.E,· W. Mullikin,, am 45, years old and Superm.· 
tendent of Operations for the Virginia East Coast Utilities,, 
Inc., and have been for some years. I did not have collegiate 
training in engineering,, but have been working with elec-
tric companies since I was a boy. I do not agree with Mr. 
Reid and Mr. Wilmer with reference to having fuse or switch 
cut-outs on spur lines for the reason that the fewer cut-outs 
you have the less trouble you have. Since it has become the 
practice to have fuse cut-outs built in with transformers it 
has been unnecessary in my opinion to use a cut-out where 
the spur line leaves the high tension line. I have 
page 88} been down there and looked at the spur line lead-
ing to Mr. Ross' property and I consider the con-
struction according to the Code. I do not consider that it 
would have been particularly good practice to have put a cut-
out either by fuse or by switch on the Ross line. 
Our company does not connect spur lines however until we 
have secured a written easement from the parties over whose 
lands the spur line runs. We also make it a rule to notify 
all persons over whose lands our lines run before we put the 
current on that at a certain time the current will be turned on 
and the service will be available. 
We have two situations more or less similar to the situa-
tion at Ross' place on our lines, one near Warsaw and the 
other at Center Cross, Virginia. In both instances our lines 
are energized but in neither instance are they at this time 
serving customers with current. In the instance at Warsaw, 
Virginia, we serve the Fair Grounds, which are outside of 
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the .town,. for about a week every year and· dm·ing the rest 
of the year our· line is energized .btlt no service is taken. In 
the instance at Center Cross, Virginia, we have extended the 
line out to a dead end in the field 'for the reason that we ex-
pect to continue the line in that direc.tion for service of cur-
rent to customers, which we have not yet done. In both of' 
these inst~oes, however, we- ha.ve secured easements from 
the landowners and g_ave notice to the landowne:rs that the: 
current was on and was available before it was turned on. 
We have borrowed $135,000 from the Rural Elootrification 
Administration for the purpose of building new lines, which 
we have done. The people were very anxious for 
page 89 ~ this service and we did not have the money avail-
. able to build 'these lines and we requested the Ru-
ral Electrification Administration to g-rant us a loan, which 
they did. . . . 
. It is my opinion that the fact that this particular span was 
energized, even though a customer was not W?ing any of the 
current, does not constitute an infraction of any rule or cus-
tom of the electrical industry. 
The Court certifies the :following to be facts: 
That on the trial of this action in the Circuit Conrt of 
Richmond County, Virginia,. which began at 10 A. l\L on the 
16th of Jnly,. 1942, and continued until just prior to midnight 
of the 18th of July, 1942, the evidence having been concluded 
at 4 P. M. on the 18th, f.hat Mr. Frank M. Bradbury, of Rich-
mond, Virginia, acted as the court reporter, taking down in 
shorthand all of the evidence in the case and incidents of the . 
trial; . . 
That judgment was rendered by the said court on the 18th 
day of July, 1942; 
That on the 12th day of i\.ugust, 1942, the said Frank M. 
Bradbury wrote to Mr. R. 0. Norris, e.Tr,, Lively, Virginia, 
attorney for the defendunt Ross the following letter: 
Hon. R. 0. Norris, Jr., 
· Lively, Virginia. 
'' August 12, 1942. 
Dear Mr. Norris: Re: Schneider v. Ross et aL 
I understand judgment has been entered in the above case 
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and bond posted for appeal. In a record of this 
page 90 ~ size, if transcript is desired, it is helpful to have 
the order given as soon as pqssible so that the 
transcript may be written without conflicting with other en-
gagements. This transcript will run about 500 pages. Will 
you please let me know as soon as practicable whether it 
will be desired f 
Another reason for speed is that I have an Army applica-
tion on file, and there is the possibility that I may be called 
· into service at any time. Just when, I don't know. Due to 
this unsettling factor, if the transcript is desired, I would 
appreciate your obtaining funds from your client ( about 
$325.00 for original and one carbon copy) so that I may r~-
ceive payment when the work is done. There is also the 
amount of $15.00 due ~rom your client as his proportion of 
the reporting fee. ' 
·with best wishes; I am, 
Sincerely -yours, 
(signed) F·. M. BRADBURY." 
That on the 14th day of August, 1942, the said Norris wrote 
the said Bradbury as follows : · 
· Mr. F. M. Bradbury, 
320 .American Building, 
Richmond, Va. 
Dear Mr. Bradbury:·-
'' August .14, 1942. 
Your letter of August 12th has duly reached me, and its 
contents have been carefully' noted. 
I expect to be in Richmond on Monday, August 17th, and 
will call at your office about two P. 1\L of that day. If you 
are somewhere else, please leave word at your 
page 91 ~ office where I can locate you. Bond for appeal in 
the case of .Schneider v. Ross has been duly exe-
cuted and posted and I am expecting- to take an appeal. Be-
fore beginning on writing up the evidence, I want to see you 
and talk with you. . 
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Hoping to see you on Monday, I am 
Yours very sincerely, 
R. O. NORRIS, JR/' 
That said Norris did not se~ the said Bradbury on the 
17th of August as anticipated in his letter of the 14th, but 
saw him for the first time in Richmond, Virginia, on the 19th 
of Augus·t, 1942, at which time he asked Mr. Bradbury if he 
could furnish him with the transcript of the record; that the 
said Bradbury-being then attired in the uniform of the 
United States Army-told him that he expected to leave 
Richmond for Miami, Florida, the following day and that it 
would be impossible for him to fi.lrnish the transcript in time 
for Mr. Norris to present it to the court within the sixty days 
required by lawr 
·whereupon, Norris & Watkins, attorneys for the def end-
ant Ross, wrote up the. evidence in narrative form, together 
with their bill of exceptions number two, and served notice 
on the other attorneys representing the other parties in the ,, 
case, being all of the attorneys, that they would present that 
evidence as so written and that bill of exceptions to the Cir-
cuit Court of Richmond County on the 12th day of Septem-
ber, 1942, at 10 A. l\L ; 
That on the 12th day of September, 1942, · at 10 A. M. in 
the presence ·of all counsel of record, at ·warsaw, 
page 92 ~ Virginia, the evidence so written up, together with 
the bill of exceptions number two, was presented 
for signature to the Judge of said court ; 
That the Judge of said court, with the assistance of all 
of the attorneys in the case except Charles H. Ryland, one 
of the attorneys for the Northern N eek Electric Cooperative 
who could not be present, corrected the evidence as so pre-
sented ~s best he could and signed the same on the 19th day 
of September, 1942. 
End of the evidence ref erred to in Bill of Exception # lr 
hereto attached. 
Given under my hand this the 19th day of September, 1942 .. 
E. HUGH SMITH, 
Judge of the Circuit Court of Ric-hmoncl 
County, Virginia. 
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In the Circuit Court of Richmond County. 
-Frank Schneider 
v. 
George H. Ross, Jr., and Northern Neck Electric Coopera· 
tive, a corporation organized and existing under the laws 
of the Commonwealth of Virginia. 
BILL OF EXCEPTIONS NUMBER TWO .. 
Be it remembered that upon the trial of this case in the 
Circuit Court of Richmond County, Virginia, and after the 
plaintiff had introduced all of his evidence and rested his 
case, and both of the said defendants had offered all of their 
evidence and had rested their case, and all the evidence had 
been introduced, and before any argument of counsel, the 
court upon the request of the defendant George H. Ross, Jr., 
was asked to give the following instruction to the jury, to· 
wit: 
'' The jury are further instructed that there being no con· 
flict in the evidence with reference to the contract made be-
tween George H. Ross, Jr., and John R. ,Self under which the 
said John R. ,Self built a barn for George H. Ross, Jr., as 
a matter of law the said John R. Self was an independent 
contractor and the defendant George H. Ross, Jr., cannot 
be helc1 responsible for the injuries suffered by the plaintiff, 
Schneider, upon the occasion alleged, on the 
page 94} ground that he the said Schneider was the em-
ployee or agent of the said George H. Ross, Jr., 
for the reason that the said Schneider was not the agent or 
employee oi the said George H. Ross, Jr., at the time he suf-
fered the injurv alleged, but was in fact the agent and em-
ployee of the said John R. Self, who was an independent.con .. 
tractor.'' 
And upon the request o:f the said defendant George I-I. Ross, 
.Tr., the court was requested to give the following instruction 
to the jury, to-wit: 
"The jury are instructed as a matter of law that the de-
fendant, George H. Ross, Jr., was not at the time the plain-
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tiff receiyed the injury in question, and. has never been, a 
member of the .Northern Neck Electric Cooperative, and was 
not at th~ time .the plaintiff received the injury in q·1estion, 
and has never been, a subscriber for current from Northern 
Neck Electric Cooperative; that the written application for-
membership signed by the said George H. Ross, Jr., :which 
~s been introduced in evidence in this case, does not con-
stitute . a contract and is not in anywise binding upon either 
the said George H. Ross, Jr., or .Northern Neck Electric Co-
operative, for the reason that his said application was never 
accepted by the Board of Directors of said Cooperative and 
he was never a subscriber for current from said coopera-
tive.'' 
But the court refused to grant the said two inst::,ictions 
above quoted in exact words and figures, and gave to the jury 
the following· instructions, to-wit: the same constituting all 
of the in:sfructions giv:en by the court to the jury. 
f'INSTRUCTION NO. 1. 
· · The Court instructs the jury that if they believe 
page 95 } from the evidence in this case that Ge,nge · H .. 
Ross, Jr., told John R. Self that the electric wires 
running over the site of the proposed building were harm-
less; and that the said .John R. Self told Frank Schneider, the 
agent_ and employee of the said Ross, that the said electric 
wir~s were harmless, and attempted to demonstrate that fact 
to the said Schneider by catching hold of one of said wires 
without any harmful result; that then the said Frank Schnei-
der had the right to rely upon the truth of said statement 
in the discharge of his duties; and if they further believe 
from the evidence that the said Frank Schneider, relying 
upon the statement of the said John R. Self, and while acting 
within the scope of his employment, and without negligence 
on his part; was injured by coming in contact with the said 
elect:r~ic wires, tJ:ien they should find for the said plaintiff, 
Frank Schneider, against the said Ross. 
(The above instruction. was requested by the plaintiff.) 
INSTRUCTION NO. 2. 
_The court instructs the jury that it was the duty of George 
H._ Ross, Jr., to use ordinary care to furnish to Frank S~hnei .. 
der a reasonably safe place for the performance b:v Frank 
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Schneider of the work of his employment; if the jury believe 
from the evidence that George H. Ross, Jr., failed to use 
ordinary care to furnish ],rank Schneider a reasonably safe 
place for the performance of the work of his employment 
and as a direct consequence and result of the said failure, 
·Frank Schneider was injured without fault on hi~ 
page 96} part, then the jury must find for Frank Schneider 
against the said George H. Ross, Jr. 
(This instruction was requested by the plaintiff.) 
INSTRUCTION NO. 3. 
(This instruction was ,equested by the plaintiff.) 
The court instructs the jury that if they believe from all 
the evidence in the case that George H. Ross, Jr., and the 
Northern ,N eek Electric .Cooperative were· both guilty of neg-
ligence which proximately caused or efficiently contributed. 
to the injuries complained of by Frank Schneider, without 
negligence on his part, and while he was acting within the 
scope of his employment, then they must find in favor of 
Frank ,Schneider against George H. Ross, Jr., and the North-
ern Neck Electric Cooperative, jointly. 
INSTRUCTION NO. 4. 
The court instructs the jury that if they find a verdict in 
favor of Frank Schneider against George H. Ross, Jr., and 
the Northern Neck Electric Cooperative, jointly or severally, 
then they can fix his damages in such sum as they think proper 
and adequate (not exceeding the amount sued for in the notice 
of motion) ; in :fixing the damages, if any, they may consider 
from all the evidence such sum ~s.may compensate him rea-
sonably for injuries received, any expenses for medical 
treatment, hospital bills, doctors' bills, necessary expense in 
travel; the mental and physical pain and suffering, if any, 
consequent upon the injuries; the reasonable value of the 
time already lost, if any, consequent upon the injury; and 
if you believe from the evidence that the said in-
page 97 ~ juries are permanent and will partially disable 
him to labor and earn money in the, future, you 
may in addition to the above find such sum as will, if paid 
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now, be a fair compensation for his diminished capacity to 
labor and earn wages or earn money by his labor in the fu-. 
ture; and in this connection you may take into considel'ation 
the -age and physical condition of :B,rank Schneider and the 
probable duration of his life at the time of the injuries, under 
all the proof in the case. 
(This instruction was requested by the plaintiff.) 
IN~'rRUCTION NO. 4-A. 
The court instructs· the jury 'that, as a matter of common 
knowledge electricity is a hig·hly· dangerous thing, and that 
the Northern N eek Electric Cooperative was not an insurer 
of the safety of. the plaintiff at the time he received his in-
juries, and in the maintenance of its power line was only re-
quired to use ordinary and reasonable care under all the facts 
and circumstances of this case. That ordinary and reasonable 
care under all the facts and circumstances of this case· is 
care proportionate to or measured by the danger to be rea-
sonably anticipated. 
And the court instructs the jury that if they believe f.rom 
all of the evidence in the case that the Northern N eek Elec-
tric Cooperative failed to exercise such ordinary and rea-
sonable care and that such failure was the proximate cause 
of the injuries to Frank Schneider, and that Frank Schnei-
der was without negligence on his part then they should find 
their verdict for Frank Schneider ag·ainst the Northern Neck 
Electric Qooperative. 
( This instruction was requested by the plaintiff.) 
INSTRUCTION NO. 5. 
The court instructs the jury that in this case. the plaintiff, 
Schneider, is asking for judgment. against -the defendant 
George H. Ross, Jr., and the defendant Northern Neck Elec-
tric .Cooperative on the g-round that the negligence of the. 
said defendants is the proximate cause of the injury suffered 
by the said Schneider, and the said plai;ntiff alleges that tbP 
said George H. Ross, Jr., was negligent under one ·count of 
hiR notice of motion, and th~t the sai.d Northern N eek Elec-
tric Cooperative was .negligent J.mder another count of his-
notice of motion. : I [ 
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. If the jury so believe from a preponderance of the evi-
dence, they can bring in a verdict in favor of the defendant 
George H. Ross, Jr . ., and against the defendant Northern 
Nook Electric Cooperative., or they can bring in a verdfot in 
favor of the Northern Neck Electric Cooperative _and against 
the defendant George H. Ross, Jr., or they can bring in aver-
dict ag·ainst both defendants, or they can bring in a verdict 
.against the plaintiff and in favor of both defendants~ 
If however the jury believe from a preponderance of the 
evidence that the said .Schneider was guilty of contributory 
negligence that efficiently contributed to the injuries suffered 
by him as alleged, even though they may also believe that 
the said defendants or either of them was guilty of primary 
negligence, they must bring in a verdi~t against the said 
Schneider and in favor of both defendants .. 
(This instruction was requested by the defendant Ross.,) 
page 99} INSTRUCTION NO. 6.. 
The jury are further instructed that notwithstanding the 
fact that they may believe, from a preponde;rance o~ the evi-
dence that one or both of the defendants is or are guilty of 
primary negligence which was the proximate cause of the in-
jury alleged to have been suffered by Schneider, yet if they 
further believe that the plaintiff .Schneider wns himself guilty 
of contrih1;1tory negligence that efficiently contributed to .the 
injury suffered by him, they must find a verdict against the 
plaintiff Schneider. 
(This instruction was requested by the defendant Ross.) 
INSTRUCTION NO. 7 .. 
The court further instructs the jury that a high degree of 
cai~e must be exercised by persons, concerns, and corporations 
engag;ed in the distribution and transmission of electricity 
...,for the protection of property and the public generally, for 
the reason that ordinary care by persons engaged in the de-
velopment and distribution of electricity demands a higher 
degree of diligence and fore sight than is required in affairs 
involving less hazard, and must be graduated- and governed 
by the danger; and persons so engaged owe to the public gen-
erally the duty Qf exercising ordinary care to avail them-
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selves of the best materials, and the best mechanic:al con-
trivances and inventions which are in practical use, to pre-
vent personal or property injury to customers and such other 
persons,. who for business or pleasure have the right to be in 
reach of the current. 
Therefore if the jm-y believe from a preponder-
page · 100 ~ ance of the evidence that the Northern N Mk Elec-
tric Cooperative in erecting and maintaining. its 
spur line over -the premises of George H. Ross, Jr., did not 
exercise ordinary care to avail itself of the best method of 
construction and the best mechanical contrivances ancl inven-
tions which ·we.re at that time in practical use, and such fail-
ure on its part was the sole proximate cause of the injury 
· suffered by the plaintiff, Schneider 1 upon the occasion al-
leged, they shall :find a verdict iri favor of the ~;>laintiff 
Schneider and against the .Northern N eek Electric Coopera-
tive but not against the s·aid George H. Ross, Jr~, unl3'Ss they 
also find that the plaintiff Schneider is guilty of contribu-
tory negligence which efficiently contributed to the injury 
suffered by him in which case- they cannot find a VE·rdict in 
favor of the plaintiff Schneider but must find a verdict against 
the said Schneider. 
( Thi& instruction was requested by the def endaD"~ Ross.) 
INSTRUCTION NO. 8 .. 
. The jury are further instructed that negligence is the fail-
ure to do what a reasonable and prudent. person would or-
dinarily have done under the circumstances of the situation; 
or doing what such a person under the existing circumstances 
would not have done. The duty is dictated and mea~mred by 
the exig·encies of the occa~ion. . 
(This ~nstrnction was requested by the defendant Ross.) 
]NSTRUCTION NO. 9. 
The court instructs. the jury that the defendant lforthern 
:ijeck Electric Cooperative was not nn insurer of the safety 
of the plaintiff at the time he received his injuries, 
page 101 ~ and in the maintenance of its power li:nes was 
only required to us_e ordinary and reasonable care 
under all the facts and circum$tances o~ this case. That or-
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dinary and reasonable care under all the facts and circum-
stances of this case is care proportionate to or measured by 
the dangers to be reasonably anticipated. 
And the Court instructs the jury that unless they believe 
that the plaintiff has proven by a preponderance of the evi-
dence that the defendant, Northern N eek Electric Coopera-
tive, failed to exercise such ordinary and reasonable care, 
and that such failure was the proximate cause of the acci-
dent to the plaintiff, they shall find for the defendant North-
ern -N eek Electric Cooperative. 
(This instruction was requested by defendant Northern 
N eek Electric Cooperative.) 
INSTRUCTION NO. IO. 
The court instructs the jury that the burden is on the plain-
tiff of proving by a preponderance of the evidence a want of 
ordinary and reasonable care commensurate with the danger 
to be reasonably anticipated on the part of the defendant, 
Northern N eek Electric Cooperative, in the maintaining of 
.its power line, and on the defendant, Northern Neck Electric 
Cooperative, to prove want of ordinary and reasonable care 
. on the part of the plaintiff contributing to his injuries, but 
if the plaintiff's evidence discloses his own contributory neg-
ligence or it may be inferred from all the circumstances of 
the case, it bars his recovery ag·ainst the defend-
page 102 ~ ant, Northern tNeck Electric ,Cooperative, no mat-
ter where the burden rests. 
(This instruction was requested by defendant Northern 
N eek Electric Cooperative.) 
INSTRUCTION NO. 11. 
The Court instructs the jury that if they believe from the 
evidence in this case that the Northern N eek Electric Co-
operative constructed and maintained the electric line over 
the property of the co-defendant Ross in accordance with the 
generally accepted .~tandards, rules and regulations of the 
electric ini{ustry, and that the co-defendant, Ross, in viola-
tion of such standards, rules and regulations, authorized the 
barn to be constructed under said line without the knowledge 
and consent of the Northern N eek Electric Cooperative, then 
the court tells the jury that the defendant, Northern N eek 
Electric Cooperative, was not guilty of negligence and they 
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should find their verdict for the defendant Northern N eek 
Electric Cooperative." 
(This instruction was requested by defendant NO'l-thern 
Neck Electric Cooperative.) 
And thereupon the defendant George H. Ross, Jr., at the 
time, by counsel, excepted to the action of the court in re-
fusing· to grant the two certain instructions h.ereinbef ~,re set 
forth which the court was requested by the said defenc.ant to 
grant; and the said defendant, George H. Ross, Jr., by coun-
sel further excepted to the g-ranting of the aforesaid eleven 
instructions which the court granted and 1 ead to 
pag·e 103 ~ the jury for reason apparent upon the face of 
said instructions. No other g-round being· as-
signed. 
And said defendant having at the time exceptea to the 
action of the court in the matters aforesaid, then re~_uested 
the court to instruct the jury as to the law with reference 
to an independent contractor and to further instruct the jury 
that it was within their nrovince to determine whether or not 
,John R. Self was an independent contractor and whether 
or not the plaintiff Schneider was in the employment of the 
said John R. Self as such independent contractor a_t the time 
he received the injuries, under the law and the evider.ce, but 
the court refused so to do, to which action on the part of 
the court in refusing to so instruct the jury the said def end-
ant, George H. Ross, Jr., by counsel, excepted. 
And the said defendant having· at the time excepted to 
action of the court as aforesaid, here now prays th~t this, 
llis bill of exceptions number hvo to the rulings of the court 
iu the said giving of instructions and the refusing to J~ive in-
structiom; be signed, sealed, filed and enrolled, and made a 
nart of the record in this case, which is accordingl~r done ; 
it appearin~ to the judge of said court that W.W. Bc~verley, 
R. Carter Scott. Jr., and Charles H. Ryland, attorneys for 
the Northern Neck Electric Cooperative, and William A. 
Wright and Georµ;e C. Reedy, attorneys for Frank Schneider. 
Iuul. in writing·, reasonable notice of the time and place at 
wl,i.r.h said Bills of Exceptions was to be so te11dered. 
Given under the hand of the jud~e of the Circuit Court 
of RicI1mond County, Virginia, this 19th ~ay of -Septembe1·r 
1942. 
E. HUGH SMITH, 
Judg·e, Circuit Court of Ricl1mond County, Va .. 
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CIRCUIT COURT OF RICHMOND COUNTY, VA. 
Twelfth Judicial Circuit 
Circuit Court Terms of Court 
Hon. E. Hugh Smith, Judge· 
First Monday in January, March, 
R. I. Barnes, Clerk May, July, September, NovetQ.ber 
E. Carter Delano, Deputy Clerk · 
Warsaw, Va. Dec. 8, 1942 
Mr. M. B. Watts 
Clerk of Supreme Court of Appeals, 
Richmond, Va. · 
Dear Mr. Watts: 
This is to certify that, in the case of George H. Ross, Jr. 
v. Frank Schneider and the Northern Neck Electric Coopera-
tive, a corporation, on which a writ of supersedeas has been 
awarded to the Judgment of this court, upon the execution 
of the statutory bond, such sitpersedeas bond under Section 
6351 of the· Code of Virginia had been duly executed with ap-
proved surety, in the Clerk's Office of this Court, on the 3rd 
day of August, 1942. 
R. I. BARNES, 
Clerk of the Circuit :Court of Richmond 
County, Virginia. 
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Clerk's Office of the Circuit Court of Richmond County: 
November 12, 1942. 
I, R. I. Barnes, Clerk of the said circuit court, do hereby 
certify that the foregoing and annexed is a true and ,correct 
transcript of the record in the motion for judgment of Frank 
Schneider, Plaintiff, v. George H. Ross, Jr., and Northern 
N eek Electric Cooperative, a corporation organized and ex-
isting under the laws of the Commonwealth of Virginia, lately 
pending in our said circuit court. 
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I further certify that the said record was not made up and 
completed until the plaintiff, or his attorneys, and the North-
ern Neck Electric ·Cooperative, one of the defendantf;, or its 
attorneys, had had due legal notice of the making of the 
same and the.intention of the defendant, -George H. Boss, Jr. 
to take an appeal. 
I further certify that the bond required to be gi.ven by the 
defendant, George H. Ross, Jr. in the above case by an order 
entered therein on the 18th day of ,July, 1942, was d·Jly exe-
cuted before me on the 3rd day of Aug·., 1942, with a~?proved 
security and conditioned as the law diroots. 
Given under my hand this 12th day of November, l!M2, and 
in the 167th year of our Commonwealth. 
R. I. BARNES, 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of Richmond 
County, Virginia. 
A Copy-Teste: 
M. B. W A.TTS, C. C. 
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